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 his study investigated fac tors  assooiated with changes 
i n  the occupational aspiration s ta tue  (CAI of ear ly  school 
leevers in  ~ewfoundland. The s ta tus  of t h e  occupational 
aspi ra t ion  was represented by t h e  presence o r  absence of an 
occupational goal i n  1988 and 1992. Four CA grouTa were 
possible: no aspirations (NA), l o s t  aspi ra t ions  (JA), gained 
aspi ra t ions  (CAI and maintained aspirations (HA). 
While the  l i t e r a t u r e  on occupational aspiration? and 
t h e i r  corre la tes  i s  large, only a few s tudies  of t h e  process 
of change i n  aspi ra t ions  have been reported. A review of the  
l i t e r a t u r e  suggested t h a t  there would be a re la t ionship  
between CA end the following variables: gender, region of 
residence, employment experience, education experience and 
perception of goal-blockages. S t a t i s t i c a l  procedures 
consisted of three-way and four-way crosatabulations, three- 
way ANoVAs and loglinear analyses, aocording t o  t h e  nature of 
t h e  variables. 
The four CA groups differed s igni f icant ly  in  terms of t h e  
var iables  analyzed. Respondents i n  the NA group t e n d e d t o  be 
female, reside i n  rura l  regions, experience t h e  lowest amounts 
of employment and education experience and perceive several 
goal-blockages. similar numbers of males and females were i n  
t h e  LA group, with the majority l iv ing  i n  r u r a l  areas. 
mploymentexparience wasmoderate, participation i n  education 
was low and they tended to perceive a laok of work and 
difficulty in finding work they liked as goal-blockages. 
There was a concentration of females in the GA group, residing 
in both urban and rural areas. Work experience war moderate 
and education experience was low. This group perceived their 
laok of job search skills and their education as goal- 
blockages. Those in the MA group tended to be males residing 
in urban areas. They experienced the greatest amounts of work 
experience and were most likely to have attended school. In 
general, these early school laavers perceived goal-blockagsr 
less frequently than any other group. 
Programming recommendations addressed the following 
issues: developing self-relevant abpirationa with appropriate 
saripts; increasing the personal and economic realism of 
aspirations; coping with gaal-blockages; creating employment 
and education opportunities; and processing experiences. 
ReBearCh to focns on the specific nature of the educationill 
and employment experience was also suggested. 
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-XI&PTW 1 - OVERVIEW OF STUDY 
Pu-ose and Signifioanoe of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to investigate factors 
associated with changes in the occupational aspiration status 
of early school leavers in Newfoundland. While the literature 
on occupational aspirations and their correlates is large, 
only a few studies of the process of change in aspirations 
have been reported. In the current study, the etatus of the 
ocsupational aspiration war represented by the presence, or 
absence, of an occupational goal. Occupational aspiration was 
neaeured in a large sample of school dropouts at the time of 
school leaving and again approximately four years later. Four 
changes in occupational aspiration status (CA) were possible: 
no aspirations (NA) (career undecided), loss of aspirations 
(LA), gain of aspirations (GA) and maintenance of aspirations 
(MA). 
This study explored the relationship between CA and the 
following independent variables: gander, ragion of residence, 
employment experience, education experience and perception of 
goal-blockages. Gender was chosen as an independent variable 
in this study because of the heavy emphasis in the aspiration 
literature on gender effects. ~ender-related differences in 
aspirations have been investigated by many researchers (see 
for example Apostal & Bilden, 1991; Beman & Haug. 1979; 
oanaiger. 1983; Dunne st al, 1981; Piorantine & cole, 1992; 
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Franken, 1983; Jaoobs, 1987; Laung L Harmon, 1990; Moker L 
McNutt. 1989; Marjoribanka, 1985; Marini L Greenbcrger. 1978; 
and saha, 1982). The findings of such studies have revealed 
that differences in the occupational aspirations of males and 
female= mzy be attributed to such factors as self-perceptions 
(Hollinqer. 1983; Lapan L Jingeleski, 1992; Lent et al. 1986; 
Post-Kammer fi Smith, 1985; and Zuskerman, 19851, perception of 
structural baeriers and resulting nobility-discrepancies 
(Beman P Haug, 1979; Danziger, 1983; Firoentine 6 Cole, 1992) 
and sex-role socialization (Auster L Auster, 1981; Danziqer, 
1983; Firoentine L Cole. 1992;  ranke en, 1983; Jacobs, 1987; 
Kenkel L Gage, 1983; Looker & WcNutt, 1989; Narini L 
Greenaerger, 1978). 
The relationship between Occupational aspirations and an 
individual's region of reaidenoe has been explored extensively 
by researchers. The results of these studies have 
demonstrated fairly consistently that in general, rural youth 
axpress lower aspirations than their urban pears (Apostal L 
Bilden, 1991; Cobb L MacBrayne, 1990; Cobb et al, 1989; Hansen 
L M~Intire, 1989; WcBrayne, 1987; nccracken L Barcinaa. 1991; 
Odell, 1988; Shapiro & Crowley, 1982). Due to the large rural 
population in the province and the proven effect that region 
of residence has on the f o m t i o n  and change processes of 
occupational aspirations, early school leevers' region of 
residence was selected as an independent variable in this 
3 
study. 
Several researchers assert that experience is the key to 
aspiration change (cosby, 1974; Ginzberg, 1988; Herr & cramer, 
1992; Howell et al, 1977; Howell et al, 1984; Jenkins, 1983; 
Russell et al, 1992). Through experiences such as a temporary 
job or a training program, individuals are presented with 
opportunities to learn more about themselves and the world of 
work. Cognitive structures oalled sohemas support this 
knowledge and are modified when nacarsary. These achemas play 
a Central role in the formation and change processes of 
occupational aspirations as will be discussed later in this 
chapter. 
Ginebsrg's theory of occupational choice examines the 
concept of "increasing raalism of ohoice" (Ginzberg, 1988). 
The theory asserts that ymth anter the labour market with 
unrealistic ocoupational goals which are modified based on 
employment experience. As youth experience the labour market, 
their knowledge of the work world increases and becomes more 
realistic. Knowledge and degree of realism can be measured by 
individuals' perception of gaal-blookegesto the attainment of 
their occupational goals. This theory has been supported by 
the work of several researchers (Cosby, 1974; Howell et al, 
1977; Howell et al, 1964; Jenkins, 1983). 
mere are several reasons for investigating the fornation 
and change process of occupational aspirations. Occupational 
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aspirations are believed to be predictive of actual 
aocupational attainment (cobb a nac~rayne, 1990; ~armer, 1985; 
Haller et, 1974; Hansen h McIntire, 1989; ~arvey 6 Kerin, 
1978; Looker 6 McNutt, 1989; Sewall u, 1969) and hence 
play a signficant role in the development of human resources. 
Occupational aspirations are also related to educational 
attainment. Tha process of searching to identify and gain 
entry into an educationitraining program is dependant upon an 
individual's occupational aspirations  usse sell et, 1992) as 
is reentry itself (Looker 6 ~ c ~ u t t ,  1989; spain, 1994). Other 
researchers have shown that the gender segregation in the 
o~c~pational structure of the labour market is perpetuated by 
the traditional occupational aspirations of young women 
(Clmson, 1981; Kenkel h Gage; 1981; Looker 6 McNutt, 1989; 
Marini 6 Greenberger; 1978; O'Leary, 1971; Shapiro & Crowley, 
1987). Finally, estimates of the percentage of youth who are 
undecided about a career reveala that career undecidedness or 
indecision is 2 natural occurrence and a common concern for 
this group (Salomone, 1982; Slanay; 1988). Being undecided or 
lacking an occupational aspiration is e normal stage of 
development which can be addressed through proper career 
guidance and counselling (Butchar, 1982; Hertman et, 1986; 
Hartman et al, 1985; molland h Holland, 1977; Lucae & 
Epperson, 1988; Salomone, 1982; Sleney. 1988). 
1t is thus evident that ~ccupational aspirations play a 
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significant role in the career development of youth and the 
economic development of a society. An understanding of the 
change process and its influencing variables would enable 
practitioners to develop and implement interventions to help 
youth form and maintain occupational aspirations and ensure 
that these aspirations meet the demands of a changing economy, 
vhils also maintaining their personal relevancy. 
Chanaina Boonomy 
"The labour market for youth and young adults is 
increasing in complexity and in requirements. To be 
competitive and to have the opportunity to build career 
success, youth are required to be better trained, more aware 
and better prepared" (Canadian Guidance and Counselling 
Foundation, 1992, p.3). Canada's participation in the global 
economy has been accompanied by a national and provincial 
eaonomic rastruoturing in response to the local and 
international demands of a changing society and the growing 
Use of technoloqy in all industries of the goods-producing and 
service sectors. These labour madet trends are resulting in 
a change in the nix of jobs and the skills required to perform 
these jobs (Ministry of Skills Development, 1990). 
Technology, for example, is rendering some jebs and aKills 
obsolete (such as tedious and repetitive semiskilled or 
unskilled tasks; manual tasks requiring ~ubstbntial physical 
strength; and certain ~lerical duties) and there is a shift 
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toward a demand for more highly skilled technical workers. 
All industries are experiencing an increased demand for 
'knowledge workers', individuals who possess high levels of 
education and training, are experts in their jobs, have well 
developed conmunioation, problem-solving and decision-making 
skills, ere computer literate and are skilled in many 
corporate functions (Mccurdy, 1993; Ministry of Skills 
Development, 1990). Statistics on the country's rising 
skills requirements indioate that 64% of the jobe created by 
the year 2000 will require at least a high school diploma and 
approximately half of these will require seventeen years of 
education and training (CEIC, 1989). An examination of 
existing unemployment rates andworkerr' earnings revealsthat 
those individuals with higher levels OF education are more 
likelyto be employed and have greater incomes (CEIC. 1991). 
Early school leavers entering such a lynamic, competitive 
and challenging labour market are at an immediate disadvantage 
becauae they lack a high school diploma. Consequently, they 
are often restricted to 'bad jobs' in the traditional service 
industry which offer unstable employment, low wages, few 
benefits and little job E B C U ~ ~ ~ Y  (CBIC, 1991; Economic Council 
of Canada, 1990). Youth must be made aware of the 
consaquences of decreasing one's personal marketability by 
failing to complete high sohool. Interventions in the 
aspiration formation and change processes can encourage youth 
t o  aspire t o  occupations which are i n  demand and offer  s table  
employment, high pay end benafite,  legal protection and a 
promising oareer as opposed t o  t radi t ional  occupations which 
offer  an uncertain and potentially unful f i l l ing  future. 
Because t h e  'good jobs'  which are in high demand require 
advanced levels of education (Economic Cmnci l  of Canada, 
199a), a potent ia l  ear ly  school leaver's commitment t o  and 
motivation for achieving such an aspiration w i l l  mean t h a t  
dropping out w i l l  cease t o  be an option. For t h e  individual 
who has already q u i t  school, fornation and maintenance of such 
an aspi ra t ion  would encourage reentry and cornplation of high 
sohool. I n  addition t o  enhancing one's personal career, t h e  
decision t o  stay i n  school o r  return t o  school w i l l  contribute 
t o  human resource development within the province and nation. 
Rationale 
goouirati?naa Asmintion 
The following conceptualization of t h e  teem ocoupational 
aspiration draws on eelf-system l i te ra ture ,  Gottfredron's 
(1981) and Ginzbergls (1988) career development theories and 
sociological research. An oocupational aspi ra t ion  i s  a type 
of possible Self or image of the self i n  a fu ture  desirae 
ocsupational s t a t e  (Russell u, 1992). AS such, it is a 
cognitive s t ruc ture  o r  self-schema consisting of descriptive 
knowledge (cognitive content) and procedural knowledga 
(behavioral s c r i p t )  (cross h markus, 1991; narkus 6 Nuriua, 
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1986; MaFkUs & RUVOlo. 1987; Markun & Ruvolo, 19Ss; Harkus 6 
wurf, 1987; Rusnall a, 1992). The former represents an 
individual's self-knowledge about abilities, attributes and 
skills and the latter consists of self-relevant modes of 
behaving (Russell U, 1992). aspirations also have an 
affective component or valence which is positive in nature, 
that is, the process of attaining and the realization of the 
aspiration will support the individual's eelr-esteem and 
produce positive affsct (Russell U, 1992). Each 
individual has a range of aspirations which differ in terlne of 
their elaboration, cognitive content, procedural knowledge. 
level of affeot, and degree of realism. Realism stems from 
the individualoe subjective estimate of the likelihood of 
achieving the particular aspiration (Corby, 1974; Ginzberg, 
1988; Howell et, 1977; Jenkins, 1983). This estimate is 
based on an integration within the self-system (among self- 
sohemas) and bstveen the self-system and knowledge of the 
world of work. Integration improves as individuals move 
through various developmental stages, experience new 
situations and consequently learn more about themsslves and 
the world of work. Also, individuals gradually develop more 
effective cognitive and metacognitive strategies which enable 
them to manage their new found knowledge, organize it and 
integrate it in an effective manner (Russell -, 1992). 
A well elaborated or developed realistic aspiration with 
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greatest likelihood of attainment is one in which the 
individual has analyzed the self (abilities, attributes, 
values, personality), ocoupational alternatives and external 
conditions (labour market boundaries) and has made a judgement 
or estimate of personal suitability and accessibility 
(probability of attainment). The aspiration must also 1Iave s 
strong positive associated valence in order to serve as en 
effective motivator of behavior. 
Ae~irstion Formation and Cnanae 
Through erparienca, individualsgainknowledge about 
thenselves and their environments and develop ccqnitive 
structures to support this knowledge. Tha range and nature of 
experiences to which an individual is exposed are governed by 
raotors related to the self, family and environment. 
Variables related to the self may include gender (see for 
example Apostal 6 Bilden. 1991; Beman 1 Haug, 1979; Danziqer, 
1983; Dunne &.A, 1981; Piorentine 6 Cola, 1992; Prankan, 
1983; Jacobs, 1987, Leung 6 Harmon, 1990; Marjoribanks, 1985; 
Marini & Greenberger, 1978; and Saha, 1982). intelligence, 
academic achievement, and self-perceptions (Fanner, 1985; 
Hollinqer, 1983; Lent et, 1986; Marjoribanks, 1992b; Post- 
Kammer & smith, 1985; end Zucksrman, 1985). Socioeconomis 
status (SES), parental education level and employment status 
and family size are considered family structure variables (see 
for example Auster & Auster, 1981; B a g i e ,  1976; Burlin, 1976; 
10 
Hanaen & Mclntire, 1989; Isaac u, 1992; ~enkel 6  age, 
1983; Mannhaim 6 Sager, 1993; Harjoribanks, 1992a: McBroon, 
1985; mecartin & Mayer, 1988; Pi~ou & carter. 1976; shspiro 6 
Crowley, 1982; Sewell et, 1957; Trice u, 1992). ~egion 
of residence represents an environment factor (Cobb & 
Macsrayne, 1990; Cobb a, 2989; MacBrayne. 1987; McCraEken 
& Baroinas, 1991; Well, 1988; Young, 1984). 
salf, family and environment factors influense an 
individual's experiences. For example, a person with low 
self-efficacybeliefa (self variable) nay decline en interview 
for s summer job in anticipation of performing inadequately in 
the interview and failing to secure the job. The student from 
a low SES background may not be able to afford the luxuriau~ 
experiences of the student from a wealthier family such as 
travel and private schools (family variable). Youth living in 
an urban area will gain exposure to a greater variety of 
potential career options in cornparison to their rural peers 
who are generally restricted to a small number and range of 
more traditional alternatives (environment variable). In 
addition to the variability of the experiences as a 
consequence of self, family and environmental variables, an 
individual's perception of sush experiences, the knowledge 
gained and subsequent changes in self will differ due to the 
influence of there factortl. 
The cognitive structures formed from knowledge qained 
?I 
through experience are direc t ly  involved in t h e  aspi ra t ion  
fornation and change processes. A s  individuals experience new 
s i tua t ions ,  they learn more about themselves and t h e i r  
environment. Knowledge s t ruc tures  change accordingly t o  
accommodate t h i s  new information. As knowledge s t ruc tures  a r e  
modified, the individual's judgement of both personal 
s u i t a b i l i t y  and of the  access ib i l i ty  of a par t icular  
occupational aspiration nay change. Hence, aspi ra t ions  may be 
revised i n  an e f f o r t  t o  enhance estimates of personal 
s u i t a b i l i t y  and acr;essibility. For example, t h e  occupational 
aspi ra t ion  of a youth nay be t o  work as a primary teacher. I f  
he secures a summer job aa an instructor a t  a daycare, he may 
discover t h a t  he d is l ikes  working with ohildran. I f  t h i s  
happens, it would be expected tha t  t h i s  newfound s e l f -  
knowledge would resul t  in  a change i n  h is  aspiration t o  ba t ter  
f i t  h i s  in teres ts ,  thvs increasing the  personal s u i t a b i l i t y  c f  
h i s  aspiration. TO provide another example, a female 
adolescent may aspire t o  work as s t ravel  agent. Upon 
investigating her aspi ra t ion  by means of a job shadowing 
experience a t  a local t ravel  agency, she may diaoover t h a t  
t h e r e  i s  an extreme oversupply of t ravel  agents in h e r  local  
area. H e r  awareness of a potential goal-blocXage t o  t h e  
attainment of her aspiration could resul t  in a modification of 
her aspirations in  response t o  labour market demands, thus  
increasing the scceebibility of her aspiration. 
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I t  may b a  hypothesized t h a t  educa t iona l  and employment 
exper iences  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  would enhance t h e  d e s c r i p t i v e  and 
p rooedura l  knowledge of occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  and have 
s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t s  on e s t i m a t e s  of pe r sona l  s u i t a b i l i t y  and 
a c c e s s i b i l i t y .  Such exper iences  expose ind iv idua l s  t o  the  
world o f  work i n  general  a n d  t h e  na tu re  of s p e c i f i c  
occupa t ions  i n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h u s  enabling them t o  e x p l o r e  the  
s e l f  a n d  a range of a l t e r n a t i v e s  r e l a t i n g  t o  pe r sona l  
p re fe rences .  Bducational and employment experiences p rov ide  
youth w i t h  oppor tun i t i e s  t o  exp lo re  how a s p e c t s  of t h e  s e l f  
much a s  i n t e r e s t s ,  s k i l l s ,  va lues ,  p e r s o n a l i t y  and needs  f i t  
w i th  d i f f e r e n t  f i e l d s  of work. Such experienoes a l s o  i n c r e a s e  
t h e  r e a l i s m  or ind iv idua l s1  e s t i m a t e s  of a o c e s s i b i l i t y  by 
i n c r e a s i n g  knowledge o f  means t o  achieving p a r t i c u l a r  
occupa t iona l  a sp i ra t ions  end p o t e n t i a l  goal-blockages or 
b a r r i e r s  t o  t h e i r  achievement. 
I t  nay a l s o  be  hypothesized t h a t  t h e  pe rcep t ion  o f  goal- 
b lookages  t o  the  a t t a inment  o f  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  nay 
i n f l u e n c e  o n e ' s  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s .  Goal-blockages o r  
employment b a r r i e r s  include s u c h  f a c t o r s  as non-ava i l ab i l i ty  
of jobs ,  l a c k  of high school diploma, l a c k  of job s e a r c h  
s k i l l s ,  laok of experienoe and pe r sona l  d i e a b i l i t y .  Because 
ado lescen t s  are In t h e  process o f  d i scover ing  a e e l f - i d e n t i t y  
and have  l imi ted  labour market experience,  it is not  unoonmon 
f o r  t h e i r  a s p i r a t i o n s  t o  be  l e e s  e l abora te  (no t  we l l  developed 
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i n  t e r n s  o f  d e s c r i p t i v e  o r  procedural  knowledge) and 
u n r e a l i s t i o ,  lacking i n  terms oe persona l  s u i t a b i l i t y  and 
a c c e s s i b i l i t y .  It i s  expected t h a t  as ado lescen t s  e n t e r  t h e  
l abour  markat, e i t h e r  educa t iona l ly  o r  occupa t iona l ly ,  
experience more and l e a r n  mare about themselves and t h e  world 
of work, t h e i r  a sp i ra t ions  w i l l  chanqe and become more 
r e a l i s t i c  i n  terms of s o g n i t i v e  con ten t  and behaviaral  e c r i p t e  
and p e r s o n a l  s u i t a b i l i t y  and a c c e s s i b i l i t y .  
aypotneaas 
1 )  There is  no r e l a t i o n s h i p  between change i n  oocupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s  and e i t h e r  gender or r e g i o n  of 
r e s i d e n c e  of e a r l y  school l eavers .  
2)  There is no r e l a t i o n s h i p  between change i n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s ,  the  1989 employment exper ience ,  and 
gender or region of res idence  o f  e a r l y  schoo l  l e a v e r s .  
3 )  There is  no re la t ionsh ip  between change i n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s ,  the  1991 employment exper ience  of 
e a r l "  soh001 leavers.  and aender or remion of r e s i d e n c e  
o f  e i r l y  school leavers.  
4)  There is no r e l a t i o n s h i p  between ahsnge i n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s ,  1989 e d u c a t i o n  experience,  and gender 
O r  reg ion  of residence of e a r l y  school l eaver r .  
5)  There is no r e l a t i o n s h i p  &tween change i n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s ,  1991 e d u c a t i o n  experience,  and gender 
O r  reg ion  of residence o f  e a r l y  sohool l eavars .  
6)  There is  no ra la t ion6h ip  between change i n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s ,  the pe rcep t ion  of s p e o i f i c  goal- 
blockages t o  obtaining employment including: 
hard t o  f i n d  a j o b  I l i k e  
lack o f  job sea rch  s k i l l s  
d i s a b i l i t y  employment b a r r i e r  
age employment h a r r i e r  (being t o o  young) 
money employment b a r r i e r  (no money t o  
t r ave l / look  f o r  work) 
lack o f  work experience 
no high school diploma 
lack of jabs 
and gender or region of r e s idence  of e a r l y  schoo l  
l a v e r s .  
Def in i t ions  
.hang. i n  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s  ICA) 
- T h e  e a r l y  sohool l eaver ' s  ocoupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  were 
measured i n  survey 1 (1988) and Survey 3 (1992). CA was 
c a l c u l a t e d  based on the  p r e s e n c s  or absence of a n  
occupa t iona l  a s p i r a t i o n  a t  each survey t i n e .  Four CA 
groups  were defined (NA, LA, GA,  and HA). 
n o  a s p i r a t i o n s  (IIA) 
- those  ind iv idua l s  who f a i l e d  t o  ind ica te  an 
o c c ~ p s t i o n a l  a s p i r a t i o n  i n  both Survey 1 (1988) and 
Survey 3 (1992) 
l o s e  a s p i r a t i o n s  ma) 
- t h o s e  ind iv idua l s  who expressed a n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  i n  Survey 1 (1988) b u t  did n o t  i n  Survey 3 
(1992) 
g a i n  a s p i r a t i o n s  (611 
- t h o s e  ind iv idua l s  who d id  no t  have  an occupational  
a s p i r a t i o n  in Survey 1 (1988) but d i d  i n  Survey 3 (1992) 
main ta in  a s p i r a t i o n s  (Ha) 
- t h o s e  ind iv idua l s  who expressed an occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  in both surveys (1988 and 1992) 
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Limi ta t ions  
1 )  The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  study hold re levance  f o r  e a r l y  schoo l  
l e a v e r s  i n  t h e  unique econonic c o n t e x t  of Newfoundland, a 
predominantly r u r a l  province w i t h  a p a r t  r e l i a n c e  o n  
t r a d i t i o n a l  reeource-based i n d u s t r y ,  Lhe l w a s t  l a b o u r  f o r c e  
p a r t i c i p a t i o n  r a t e  i n  Canada, and t h e  h ighes t  unemployment 
r a t e  both o v e r a l l  and  f o r  youth ( spa in  L Sharpe, 1990). 
Genera l i za t ions  of f ind ings  t o  s i m i l a r  a n d  d i f f e r e n t  g roups  i n  
e t h e r  r e g i o n s  must be made wi th  cau t ion .  
2 )   his s t u d y  invo lves  s secondary a n a l y s i s  of data c o l l e o t e d  
f o r  the  long i tud ina l  r e sea rch  p r o j e c t  e n t i t l a d  'Youth 
T r a n s i t i o n  i n t o  the Labour Market' (YTLM) (Spain & Sharpe,  
1990; Spa in  st, 1991).  There fo re ,  t h i s  s tudy  is l i m i t e d  t o  
an e x p l o r a t i o n  of in f luances  on a s p i r a t i o n  formation a n d  
change f o r  which data is ava i l ab le .  However, a comprehensive 
review of f a c t o r s  believed t o  in f luence  asp i ra t ion  f o r m a t i o n  
and change i a  provided in Chapter 2. 
3) An i n d i v i d u a l t s  region of r e s i d e n c e  was determined b y  
d e f i n i t i o n s  of r u r a l  and urban as employed by t h e  Newfoundland 
Department of Education urban a r e a s  included oensus  
met ropo l i t an  and  agglomeration a r e a s  a n d  communities with a 
popu la t ion  of 5000 o r  over with the remaining a r e a s  deemed 
r u r a l  ( s p a i n  L sharpe,  1990) . Thera fo re ,  r e e u l t s  concern ing  
1 5  
the ef fects  of region of residence m y  not be generalizable t o  
other locat ions .  
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CIUPTER a - LITBRITURB REVIEW 
Tlltr~duotion 
This chapter provides a comprehensive review of the 
available literature on aspirations. The chapter commences 
with an explanation of three theories accounting for 
aspiration fornation and change. A cognitive perspective is 
examined by means of an indepth analysis of salf-cmcept 
literature, with an enphasis on the self-system and possible 
self, and an overvim of two developmental theories of 
aspiration formation (Gottfredean, 1981 & Ginzberg, 1388) is 
presented. Next, the definition of aspiration as applied in 
past and current sociological research is examined. Factors 
identified through empirical studies as influencing -ariables 
in the aspiration formation process are discussed. In 
particular, gender (socialization, structural barriers and 
self-perception), region of residence (ruraljurban), and 
family structure variables (socioeoonomio status, parents' 
education level and employment status and family sine) are 
explored. The concepts of oareer decidedness, undeoidedness 
and indecisiveness are investigated in order to eupply 
plausible explanation for a seeming lack of aspiration among 
some individuals. 
A Ball-System Ponrpective on Aspirations 
Comitiva A ~ ~ r o a e h  
Most current perspectives on the self-system have 
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discarded the traditional view of the self-concept as a 
unitary, monolithic, global entity characterized by stability. 
Instead, modern views conceive the self-system as a 
multifaceted dynamicstru~ture containing a diverse collection 
of self-representations or self-sohemas (Cross 6 Markus, 1991; 
Markus & NUT~UB. 1987; Merkur & wurf, 1987; Russell &-&I., 
1993). Self-sohemas, or generalizations about the self, based 
on past experience in particular domains, are affective- 
cognitive structures which provide structure and meaning to an 
individual's self-relevant experiences (Markus 6 Nurius, 1987; 
Markus & Nurius, 1986; Markus & Ruvolo, 1989). Each self- 
schema possesses a cognitive content (descriptive relf- 
knowledge about abilities, attributes and skills) and 
procedural rules (scripts which relate to self-relevant modes 
of behaving) (Russell a, 1993; Russell &.a!, 1992). Each 
self-schema also has an attached valence which is a function 
of the self esteem and affect associated with it (Rueaall et 
a, 1993; Russell U, 1992). Because of this, activation 
oi a self-schema may enhance self-esteem by attracting support 
from the social context (for example, praise from significant 
others), thus rendering a positive affective state in the 
parson. The valence of a self-schema is relativa, not 
absolute (Markus 6 Nurius, 1986; Russell a, 1992). Por 
example, the affective consequences of imagining the self as 
a mechanic or secretary will differ from one individual to 
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another aa will its self-relevance. 
Self-schema differ in terns of their centrality and tense 
(~arkur & Wurf, 1987). With regard to the former, some self- 
conceptions are core, salient, identities which are the most 
elaborated of all, and hence have the greatest impact on 
information processing and behavior. Yet others are more 
peripheral (Markus & Wurf, 1987). Tense referr to the 
temporal perspective of a self-schema. A self-rapresentation 
can refer to a past, current or future view of self (Markus 6 
wurf, 1987). It is the latter, the future or possible self 
yet to be achieved, which is the focus of this study. 
poarrible selves 
"Possible selves represent individual's ideas of what 
they might become, what they would like to become, and what 
they are afraid of becoming" (Markus & Nurius, 1987, p.157). 
As inplied by this deeinition, the self-system perspective 
differentiates between aspiration (what one would like to 
become) and expectation (what one might become). Thia domain 
of self-knowledge which pertains to how individuals think 
about their potential and their future can refer to several 
different aspects of one's life (Markus & ~uriua, 1986). 1n 
a study by Cross & Markus (1991) in which respondents were 
asked to describe their possible S~IVBB, the authors 
. . discovered that these selves could be categorized into 
specific categories. Examples of categories used to describe 
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possible selves included physical ("being in peak physical 
condition"), personal ("to be happy"), abilitiesleducation 
("getting a GPA of at least 3 . 7 " ) ,  leisure ("to travel to 
Europeto) and occupation ("to become a suceeaful and respected 
engineer"). 
Although possible selves encompass both desired and 
undesired future selves for the individual, a possible ealf in 
the f o m  of an occupational aspiration would represent a 
desirad and hoped for and state. "In general, career 
aspirations would be relatively positive in their activation 
and realization would be expected to inorease self-esteem" 
(nusscll u, 1992, p.8). The associated valence would be 
positive as the individual's self-esteem would be enhanoed by 
reaching this goal and a positive affect would be associated 
with the achievement or realization of the possible self. 
pornation of Wasible Selves 
Possible selves derive from representations of the self 
in the past but even though they are individualized and 
personalized, they are "distinctly social" (Markus K Nurius, 
1986). Their social origin stems from the role that 
signficant others and society at large play in their 
formation. Individuals compare their own thoughts, feelinge 
and characteristics with those of signficant others and 
envision themselves as possibly becoming what their role 
models are. "An individual is free to Create any variety of 
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possible selves, yet the pool of possible selves derives from 
the categories made salient by the individual's particular 
s o ~ i o ~ ~ l t ~ r a l  and historical context and from the models, 
images and symtels provided by the nadia and by the 
individual's immediate social experiencesu (Markus 6 Nurius. 
1986). 
Markus r Ruvolo (1989) echo the assumption that an 
individual is free to create many types of possible selves and 
believe that one is "limited only by imagination" (p. 213). 
Howevar, possible selves are generally meet developed and 
consequently have their greatest impact on behavior in a 
domain €or whish the individual is "schematic" (Markus 6 
Nurius, 1987; Markus k Ruvolo, 1989). This is the domain of 
one's current involvement, personal importance and expertise. 
Russell S3.l (1992) propose another theory of the 
formation of possible selves.  he development and ohange of 
the self-system is a function of three major inputs: 1) the 
social context, 2) the perception o€ boundaries, and 3) the 
individual's skills and attributes such as personality and 
values, as lnediatsd through the control processes and the 
social context" (Russell ef;al, 1992, p.10-11). self-schema 
develop in a social context as certain characteristics or 
behaviors beoome highlighted, valued or salient (self- 
relevant) within the family, schools, peer group, and the 
broader sooisl context. Thus, individuals, in interacting 
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with their environments, receive information about the nature 
of expected behavior and the value of that behavior. For 
example, a student nay learn that academic achiavement is 
expected and valued. 
Russell U (1992) consider boundaries to he "the 
playing fieldsr on which career development occurs end over 
which the individual has little control. There are several 
forms of boundaries such as family wealth, education costs, 
entrance requirements for educational and job opportunities 
and gender. Boundaries can be defined objectively; however, it 
is the self's perceptions of these boundaries that influence 
the formation of possible selves. 
The capital which individuals bring to the labour market 
is a set of attributes such as intellectual and physical 
abilities, personality and temperament, skills and values. As 
in the case ol' boundaries, the self-perceptions of this set of 
attributes will influence the formation of possible selves. 
~unotions or P o s d b l e  selves 
Possibla solves are assumed to have two functions: they 
earve as motivators or incentives for behavior and they 
provide an evaluative or interpretive context for the current 
view of self (cross & Markus, 1991; Markus L Nurius, 1987; 
markus & ~uriue. 1986; Markus 6 RUVO~O, 1991; MaekUB L Wurf, 
19871. 
& s w  selves aa notivatorb, The repertoire of 
possible selves contained within an individual's self- 
system are the cognitive manifestations of enduring 
goals, aspirations motives, fears, end threats. 
possible selves &vide specific cognitive form, 
organization, direction, and self-relevant meaning ta 
these dynamics. As such they provide an essential link 
between the self-concept (or identity) and motivation 
(Markus L Nurius, 1987, p.158). 
According to self-regulation theorists, self-controlled 
behavior is performed in the service of a goal (Markus & Wurf, 
1987) and the ceu~ial element of a goal which makes it an 
effective regulator of behavior is the personalized 
representation of the individual realizing that goal (Markus 
6 RUVO~D, 1989). Thum a person with a possible self of 
becoming a nurse does not simply hold a vaswe abstraction of 
the future but instead vividly views the self as a competent 
pr0f~ssione.1, performing a variety of nursing duties, helping 
others become well, and so forth. This image of the self in 
the future state represents the cognitive content of the 
possible self (Markus & Nurius, 1986; Markus s Ruvolo, 1989; 
Russell u, 1992). In addition to giving specific self- 
relevant form to one's self in future desired and undesired 
states, the possible self contains the neans-ends patterns 
(plans and strategies) for achieving or avoiding these selves 
(Markus & Nurius, 1986; Markus & Nurius, 1987; Harkus & 
Ruvolo, 1989). Behavioral strategies aimed at achieving one's 
aspiration, that is, procedural rules or scripts, would 
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provide direction for the individual with the nurse possible 
self. The specific script may include such actions as 
applying to nursing school, a job shadowing experience at a 
hospital, volunteering at a local nursing hone, and writing 
a resume and conducting a job search prior to graduation. 
Possible selves are therefore considered action-oriented self- 
rehenas, guiding one's actions toward particular end states, 
because they represent the "cognitive bridges" between the 
present and the future, (Cross L markus. 1991; Markus L 
Nurius, 1987; Markus L Ruwlo, 1989). Possible selves 
energize behavior in pursuit of imagined desired end states by 
enhancing goal related behavior aimed at decreasing the 
discrepancy between the current self and the future self 
(cross 6 Markus, 1991). 
Valence influences the individual's decision to engage in 
the behavior required to achieve the end state or aspiration 
(Markus 6 Ruvolo, 1989; Russell &-all 1992). A script could, 
however, be associated with conflicting affect, for example, 
graduating from high school versus boredom in school, and 
conflicting support for self-eatem, for example, aoademic 
achievement versus popularity with friends. The valence of a 
possible self and its subsequent role as a motivator may vary 
depending on the individual's position in the lifespan (aaekus 
r ~urius, 1986). The nature of porsibia salves, their 
importance to the individual, their degree of cognitive and 
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affective elaboration and their link to specific plans and 
behavioral strategies will vary depending on the developmental 
stage of the individual. This developmental view of the 
motivational function of possible selves, ouch as an 
increasing behavioral commitlaentto achieving possible selves. 
was supported by a. study by Cross r Harkus 11991) which 
analyzed the possible selves of 4 age groups (18-24; 25-39; 
40-59; 60 and older). Althoughtha youngest group listed more 
positive possible selves and were much more confident in their 
ability to achieve their possible selves, they reported the 
fewest number of actions in the part month dined at 
accomplishing their most hoped for goals. Cross & Harkus 
(1991) suggest that their findings indicate that possible 
selves serve a greater motivational role with age. 
Po.sible selves as e v a l ~ ~ t i v e l i n t e ~ r ~ t i v e  eont xt.. The 
second function of the possible self is to provide a context 
of additional meaning for the individual's current behavior. 
Attributes, abilities and actions of the self are evaluated 
not in isolation but interpreted in the surrounding context of 
possibility (Harkus r Nurius, 1986). The affective evaiuation 
of One's current self and the accorppanyinq satisfaction 
depends on one's possible selves and hence one may experience 
a given state as happy and satisfying or miserable and 
unsatisfying (Cross 6 Markus, 1991). For example, the student 
with a physician possible self will interpret a C in biology 
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quite differently than the student who has a mechanic possible 
self. An individual's specific possible selves "furnish 
criteria against which o u t m a s  are evaluated" (narkus 6 
N U ~ ~ U S ,  1986, p.956). In order for a possible self to Perform 
this second function and act as a referent or standard by 
which current selves are evaluated and interpreted, it must he 
active in the working self-concept. 
of all one's self-knowledge and aelf-conceptions. However, 
not all self-knowledge is available for thinking about the 
at any given tine. 
The working self-concept derives from the set of aelf- 
sonsaptions that are presently active in thought and 
menory. It can be viewed as a continually active, 
shifting array of available self-knowledge. The array 
changes as individuals experience variation in internal 
states and social circumstances. The content of the 
working self-concept depends on vhac self-conceptions 
have bean active just before, on what has been elicited 
or made dominant by the partioular social environment, 
and on what has heen more purposely invoksd by the 
individual in response to a given experience, event or 
situation (Markus 8 Nurius, 1986, p.957). 
The working self-concept can therrfore be viewed as a subset 
of an individual's total repertoire of self-representations, 
including =ore, peripheral and possible selves, that is active 
at a particular point in tine (narkus 6 Nurius, 1987). The 
content of the working self-concept ia assumed to regulate 
individual's on-going adions and reactions (Madue 6 Wurf, 
1987) and therefore possible solves function as they become 
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part of this self-concept of the moment (Harkus & Ruvolo, 
1989; ~ ~ s s s 1 1  w, 1992). "As the individual approaches a 
goal, positive possible selves (representing the individual in 
the desired state) nay dominate the working self-concept. To 
the extent that these positive possible selves =an be 
maintained and colnpeting or ineongruentpossible selves can be 
momentarily suppressed, the individual's actions will be 
fooused, energized and organized by thie possible self" 
(Narkus 5 Ruvolo, 1989, p.2141. Thus, in order to realize a 
desired goal or aspiration, the individual must keep the 
possible self representing thie aspiration as a dominant or 
central element of the working self-concept. The more 
elaborated the active possible self, the more notivationally 
effective it will be (Markus 5 Ruvolo, 1989). 
chanae in ~ossibl. selves 
"Possible selves are the elements of the self-system that 
can nost easily assume new form" (Cross 5 markus, 1991, 
p.233). m e y  ere the most vulnerable and responsive to 
changes in the environment and are the first form of self- 
schema to absorb such change (Markus & Nuriun, 1986). Their 
vulnerability to change can be attributed to two factora. 
Firstly, possible selves are often not shared with or evident 
to others and thus are not reinforsed by others through social 
interaction. Secondly, because possible selves are 
representations of the self in future etatee, they have yet to 
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be verified or confirmed by social experience (Markus L 
Nurius. 1986). Unlike past or currant self-conceptions, 
possible selves are not firmly anchored in social reality 
(cross K Markus, 1991; Markus & Nuriuo, 1987; Markus & Nurius. 
1986). Unless these future self views are wall elaborated or 
deliberately invoked and reaffirmed by the individual, they 
can easily slip out of the working self-concept and be 
replaced by other possibilities (Markus 6 Nurius. 1987). An 
individual may also reformulate possible selves in an effort 
to enhance self-esteem and increase ratia€action (Cross K 
Markus, 1991). For example, an individual may lower an 
occupational aspiration in an attempt to lower tlla discrepancy 
between the current =elf and tha future self. In addition to 
actually changing a possible self, one may choose to pursue 
other avenues as a means to express that possible salf (Cross 
L Markus, 1991). For example, an individual who has. possible 
self of beconing a sumesaful businessperson nay decide to 
work for a major corporation as oppoeed to pursuing the avenue 
of entrepreneurship as previously planned. 
St~urnt~re of the self-swatem. The changing nature of 
possible salves can also be Interpreted in terms of the 
organization of the self-system. The self-system is organized 
both vertically and horizontally (Russell st, 1992). A 
compeshensive vertical structure would result in a more 
irltegratad self-system than a diverse horizontal structure. 
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vertical structure is influenced by relationships among the 
descriptive, behavioral and affective aspects of salf- 
cognitions. "A career aspiration can ba thought of as a 
possible self, although it is clear that an expression of an 
aspiration as a desired occupation is a very simple and 
concrete schema, quite low in the vertical structure of the 
self, and quite vague in its ability to direct complex career 
behavior" (Russell U, 1992, p.4). Thus, according to 
Russell and her Colleagues (1992) hsause aspirations may have 
poor vertical organization, they may not be well integrated on 
a cugnitive, affective or behavioral basis with other self- 
schema. For example, a student aspires to become an author 
but has not taken into account M a t  he has poor writing 
ability. A student aspires to become an engineer yet aspires 
to DO education beyond high school, suggesting that procedural 
knowledge concerning occupational and educational aspirations 
are not linked. An example of a lack of affective integration 
would be the student who desires to become an physician 
(positive effect) but hates school (negative affect). ma 
degree of integration among the cognitive, affective and 
behavioral components of the self-system plays a significant 
role in change as "the more highly integrated a system, the 
more resiptent it will be to change" (Russell et, 1992, 
p.6) Consequently, if an aspiration is expressed only as 
desired occupation, thie would be a very simple and concrete 
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schema low on the vertical structure and not overly resistant 
to change. Perhaps the concept of integration oan refer not 
only to integration among self-knowledge but also integration 
among self and other knowledge (8.9. occupational and labour 
market). 
The structure of the self-system (horizontal and vertical 
organization) and its resulting level or degree of integration 
is also a function of an individual's control processes. "The 
control processes are those strategies employed by individuals 
in interacting with the self-system, and for governing 
development and change in the self-system" (Russell U, 
1992, p.14). Strategies can be classified as cognitive 
(relating to acquiring or learning self-knowledge such as 
elaboration, rehearsal, organization) and rnetacognitive 
(planning, monitoring, and self-regulation). It could be 
assumed that individuals who do not possess such strategies 
would not have an integrated self-system baoause they are 
unable to learn about the salf (lack knowledge and awareness 
of self) or organize knowledge about the self (integrate 
various elements of self-knowledge and also integrate 
knowledge about the self with other knowledge such a5 world of 
work). 
Emerienoe m a  ohmnm. Russell st (1992) assert that 
experience is the key to change. Thus when the salf is faced 
with infomation from the social context which is moderately 
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incongruent with the established self (minor incongruencies 
will be assimilated and large ones ignored), new possible 
selves may emerge to direct behavior in new ways. For 
example, an early school leaver who aspires to enter a trade 
and then discovers that a high school diploma is required for 
acoaptance to tradeschool may change the aspiration to one 
which is more congruent with hi. or her current level of 
education. The person who aspires to become a French 
translator but repeatedly fails ~rench oourses at university 
may change aspirations to fit personal abilities and skills. 
Thus through experience, one learns about the self (abilities, 
skills, attributes, valuer) and the labour market 
(requirements, demands and boundaries such aa education costs, 
entrance requirements for school and lack of job 
opportunities). Consequently, possible selves (aspirations) 
may change to raflaot this inoreasing awareness, knowledge or 
understanding. The accuracy of these perceptions is crucial 
to the formation of possible selves which can actually be 
realized. 
Similar to the concept of increasing realism of choice, 
central to occupational choice theories (to be elaborated on 
in a later section), aspirations of youth may change as they 
experience the realities of the labour market. A possible 
self must eventually be validated in experience, that is the 
individual needs behavioral evidence that the possible self 
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has actually been realized or is in the procees of being 
rsaliead (Russell et, 19921. Thus as youth experience the 
labour markat, if there is no evidence that they are working 
toward the realization of their aspirations, these aspirations 
. . 
are likely to change over time. 
SUI ID~~Y  of Self-Svstem Pers~ectivt) 
According to the self-system literature, an aspiration 
would be considered a form of possible self or personalized 
representation of the self in a future state. A possible self 
is a self-schema which contains descriptive end procedural 
knowledge. Tha descriptive knowledge or cognitive content 
represents the picture which an individual has of the self 
attaining the occupational aspiration. The procedural 
knowledge consists of behavioral scripts which facilitate the 
acquisition of the occupational aspiration. The possible self 
also has an affective component or valence associated with the 
process of achieving (procedural knowledge) and the actual 
achievemant of the future self or aspiration (descriptive 
knowledge). The formation process of possible selves is 
associated with an individual's social context, perception of 
boundaries and skills and attributes. Because they are not 
yet achieved and are often not shared with others, possible 
selves are quite vulnerable to change. Change is associated 
with the experience and the resulting knowledge gained about 
bosh the self and the work world. Change also depends on the 
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degree to which the possible self is integrated with other 
components of the self-system and also with knowledge of the 
work world. If the possible self is poor in vertical 
structure meaning that it is not well integrated with other 
components of the self-system on a cognitive, affective and 
behavioral basis, the likelihood of attainment is greztly 
reduced. 
When active in the working self concept, the subset of an 
individual's total repertoire of self-representstions active 
at any one time, the possible self acts as a motivator and 
regulator of behavior. Thus, in order for the individual to 
realize a desired qnd state, in this case an occupational 
aspiration. the individual must keep the possible self 
representing the aspiration dominant in the working self 
concept. 
The probability of attainment or degree of realism is 
also a function of the degree to whioh an individual 
integrates knowledge of the self and the world of work. 
Knowledge of the world of work may include job descriptions, 
educational requirements for specific occupations, educational 
opportunities, and goal-blockages or employment barriers. By 
integrating self and occupational knowledge, occupational 
aspirations nay be f o m d  which have a higher degree of 
realism andgreater likelihood of attainment as the individual 
has considered both internal personal factors and external 
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environmental factors in the process of forming the possible 
self. 
This view that individuals must integrate knowledge about 
the self and the anviromentwhen making career decisions, as 
evident in the self-system literature, is also central to the 
career developnenttheorias of Gottfredson (1981) andGinaberg 
(1988). Gottfredson suggests that through the proseaa of 
oircumscription, individuals make judgements of job-eel£ 
comparability and accessibility. Determining accerribillty, 
which involves an arsassmsnt of external factors, may require 
compromise in order to increase the occupational aapirati0n.s 
degree of realism. Ginzberg proposer a notion of increasing 
realism of choice which suggests that as individuals 
exparianoa the labour market, they learn more about external 
conditions such as goal-blockages. This knowledge of the work 
world is reflected in the increasing realism of their 
occupational aspirations as the individual considers both 
subjective and reality factors in decision making. The 
following two sections will explore both Oottfredaon'e and 
Gineberg~edevelopmentaltheoriesofoccupational aspriations. 
G0ttrredson~8De~el0~.entalThe01).ofOocupation~lAspirations 
Gottfredson's developmental theory of occupational 
aspirations is based m the assunption that "career 
development is a progressive process of narrowing occupational 
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alternatives according to merging self-concepts" (lapan h 
Jingeleeki, 1992, p.82). Ac~ording to this theory, 
aspiration. are viewed as the result of perception* of the 
self and world of work as individuals attempt to match salient 
personal characteristics with attributes of various 
occupations considered acceptable and accessible (Pryor, 
1985). GOttLeedeOn (1981) defines an occupational aspiration 
as "the single occupation named as one's best alternative at 
any given time" (p. 548). she proposes that individuals 
analyze occupations on the basis of occupational images or 
generalizations. mesa images are organized along three 
dimensions (sex type, prestige level and field) to form a 
cognitive nap of the ocoupational world which is similar 
across individuals. By referring to their knovledge of 
occupations (that is, the cognitive map), individuals select 
occupational preferenses which are judged to be compatible 
with the self (gender, social class, intelligence, interests 
and valuer), referred to as "job-self compatibility'. These 
resulting preferences are the "wish" rather than the "reality" 
component of aspirations. Next, 'accessibility', the 
individual's perception of "the obstacles or opportunities in 
the social or economic environment that affect one's chances 
of getting into a partioular occupation" (Gottiredson, 1981, 
p.5481, is determined. Judgements of accessibility can be 
based on many factors such as availability of work in the 
3s 
surrounding area, perceptions of discrimination or favoritism, 
ease of obtaining training for the job or lack of knowledge on 
how to enter the job. Occupational alternatives are selected 
based on job-self compatibility and accessibility, a 
subjective determination of the realism of personal ohoioes. 
If the former is given too much weight, the resulting 
alternatives are :antasy or idealistic aspirations whereas if 
the latter is focused on, the resulting alternatives represent 
realistic aspirations, expectations or plans. 
Hoaalm of As~iration Formation and Chanaa 
Gottfredson's theory contains two interrelated models: 
the ~ircunacription model which deals with the process by 
which aspirations develop and the conpronise model which deals 
with how aspirations are sacrificed and changed when they 
cannot be realized (Hesketh U, 1989). 
-
"Gottfredson (1981) used the term circumr;cription in her 
devalopmsntal theory of career aspirations to describe career 
exploration as a process of eliminating and retaining 
alternativesw (Leung k Harmon, 1990, p.153). The selection of 
acceptable alternatives is based on a process of 
cir~mscription related to a developmental soheme. People 
circumscribe or eliminate potential occupational aspirations 
in a developmental fashion beginning with those unacceptable 
on the basis of sex type, prestige and then interest. Leung 
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r Harmon (1990) provide a brief overview of the four stages 
Gottfredsen's (1981) developmantrl scheme: 
At each stage of cognitive development outlined above, a new 
element is incorporated into the vocational self-concept 
(Henderson.e&-&, 1988) and consequently e new criterion for 
judging the compatibility of occupations with the self in 
applied (Gottfredson, 1981). Judgements of job-self 
compatibility and the ciccumocription process result in the 
creation of a range of ocoupations which the individual has 
judged to be personally suitable called the 'none of 
acceptable alternatives' (Gottfradson, 1981). "A zone of 
acceptable oarasr alternatives can be traced against all 
po~sible fields of work according to three criteria: the 
compatibility of the perceived rer-type of each job with one's 
developing sense of gender identity, the compatibility of the 
perceived prestige level of each job with one's relf- 
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understanding of hcoeptable status levels and the willingness 
to exert the effort neofssary to obtain each job" (Lapan 6 
Jingelaski, 1992, p.82). The individual will only oonaider 
occupations found within this zone when selecting an 
aspiration (Gottfredaon, 1981; Leung L Harmon, 1990). Youth 
progressively become less flexible in their selection of 
occupational aspirations and thus the zone of acceptable 
alternatives narrows as occupations ara gradually eliminated. 
c o m ~ ~ i s e  noa.1 
The compromise process occurs as individuals attempt to 
implement their most favored choices within their zone of 
acceptable alternatives (Peyor, 1985). It is at this paint 
that job accessibility factors =one into play aa jobs which 
people desire may be quite different from those actually 
available to them (Gottfredson. 1981). A s  individuals try to 
implement their occupational aspirations, for example through 
job or education search activities, they generate and gather 
information on accessibility. "Perceptions of opportunities 
and barriees to jobs and training (la perceptions of job 
accessibility) would be expected to influence vocational 
aspirations through their impaat on none's expectations for 
obtainingthoee jobs" (Gottfredson, 1981, p.570). Individuals 
may be unable to find a job which fulfills their preferences 
for ser-type, prestige and field of work at the same time. 
Consequently, preferences are balanced with what is possible 
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t o  a t t a i n  and a compromise must be made. when colnpromise is 
needed, those elements of t h e  self-concept whish are l e a s t  
oant ra l ,  t h a t  i s  which were incorporated i n t o  the self-concept 
a t  a l a t e  stage of development, are sacrificed f i r s t .  Thus 
compromise occurs in  the  reverse order of c i r s m s c r i p t i o n  with 
i n t e r e s t s  being saor i f iced  f i r s t ,  followed by pres t ige ,  and 
then by sex-type, which i s  rarely compromised (Gottfredson, 
1981; Hesketh &AA, 1989). 
Fmmirisal Researoh 
A few researchers have studied various aspects of 
Gottfredson'b theory of occupational aspirations. Henderson et 
a 1  (1988) examined the circunscription process by 
-
investigatinqwhetherchildran'rocoupationalpreferenceswere 
influenced f i r s t  by sex-type and next by socioeconomic s ta tus .  
Overall ,  r e s u l t s  did support such a developmental sequence 
however, sex-typing was evident prior t o  t h e  age of 6 ,  t h e  age 
proposed by Gottfredson (1981). Leung Harmon (1990) studied 
t h e  cons t ruct  of t h e  zone of acceptable a l te rnat ives  and found 
t h a t  p a r a l l e l  t o  the process of circumscription was an 
expansion of one's occupational alternatives. Although 
preferensea for sex-type and pres t ige  had t h e i r  roots in  ear ly  
years, such preferences d id  not remain s table  a s  suggested by 
Gottfredson (1981). I n  fact,  subjects a t  ages 14-17 were 
considering the widsst range of ocsupations as re la ted  t o  sex- 
type and prestige. Hesketh - (1989) tas ted  Gottfradson's 
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compromise model by comparing the relative importance of sex- 
type, prestige and interests under compromise situations. No 
support was found for the model as sex-type was not most 
resistant to change nor ware interests most easily 
compromised. In a study by -pan r Jingeleski (1992). 
Gottiredson's construct of the cognitive nap of occupations 
was replicated. Respondents shzred common understandings of 
the aex-type and prestige levels of a variety of occupations, 
as proposed by Gottfredson (1981). 
8"mm.r" Of G0ttfrLla1101'. Theory 
~ccordingto ~ottfredson's theory, aspirations are formed 
thmugh a process of circumscription. Individuals attempt to 
match self-conceptions with their knowledge of occupations or 
cognitive maps. Judgsnents of job-self compatibility result 
in the formation of a zone of acceptable alternatives which 
consists of ocoupations suitable to the self in terns of sex 
type, prestige and interests. Aspirations change as a result 
of the compromise process. Individuals generate and gather 
information regarding the accessibility of occupational 
aspirations within their zone of acceptable altarnatives. 
Ac~essibility relates to the perception of opportunities or 
obstacles in the social and economic environment which may 
affect chances of obtaining work in a particular job. As 
individuals make judgements of accessibility lor specific 
aspirations, most. favored ohoices may need to be compromised. 
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This process of integrating in ternal  and external fac tors  
in  t h e  selection of occupational aspirations and making 
necessary compromises, a s  proposed by Gottfeedron, i s  also 
cent ra l  t o  Ginzbargos (1988) theory of occupational choice. 
As w i l l  be evident i n  the next sec t ion ,  Gottfradson'a concepts 
of job-self aompatibility and access ib i l i ty  are  c lose ly  
re la ted  t o  Ginzberg's subjective fac tors  and r e a l i t y  f a c t o r s  
and h i s  theory's notion of increasing realism of choice. 
ain=berg's Developmental Theory of Ooeupational choior, 
OV(IIVIO* 
I n  the l a t e  19306, a team consisting of an economist, 
psychia t r i s t ,  sociologist,  and psychologist began t o  
investigate t h e  factors influencing t h e  vocational decision- 
making of  individuals during ruccersive stages of development 
(Ginzberg. 1988). Ginzberg and h i s  colleagues (Ginsbuw, 
Axelrad and Herna) proposed a developmental theory of 
occupational choice containing three  basic assumptions: (1) 
occupational choice i s  a process; (2 )  the process i s  la rgely  
i r revers ib le ;  and (3)  compromise is an essent ia l  aspect  or 
every choice (Ginzberg, 1988, p. 3s). The theory suggests 
t h a t  t h e  process of occupational decirion-making, which begins 
a t  b i r t h  and continues on throughout t h e  lifespan. i s  broken 
down i n t o  three  phases: fantasy choices (before 11). tenta t ive  
 choice^ (between 11 and 17) and r e a l i s t i c  choicee (between 17 
and young adulthood when e person f i n a l l y  makes a choice).  
4 2  
During t h e  fan tasy  period,  c h i l d r e n  be l i eve  t h a t  they  can  
become Whatever they want and thus e n  " a r b i t r a r y  t r a n s l a t i o n  
of impulses and needs i n t o  an occupa t iona l  choice" (Ginzberg, 
1988, p. 36) is made. Occupational cho ices  during t h e  second 
pe r iod  a r e  termed t en ta t ive  because adolescents nake cho ices  
cons ide r ing  o n l y  sub jec t ive  f a c t o r s  such a s  i n t e r e s t s ,  
c a p a c i t i e s  and values without incorpora t ing  " r e a l i t y  i a a t o r s o o .  
A E O ~ P ~ O & ? ~ S B  is made between o p p o r t u n i t i e s  and l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  
t h s  environment ( r e a l i t y  f ac to r s )  and  t h e  sub jec t ive  f a c t o r s  
(personal  preferences) when cho ices  a r e  made dur ing  t h e  
r e a l i s t i c  s t age .  The t e n t a t i v e  and  r e a l i s t i c  pe r iods  a r e  
divided i n t o  f o u r  and t h r e e  s t a g e s  respec t ive ly  (Ginzberg, 
1988; Herr L Cramer, 1992). The f i r s t  th ree  s t a g e s  i n  t h a  
t e n t a t i v e  pe r iod  are based on sub jec t ive  f a c t o r s  i n  t h e  o r d e r  
i n  which they  a r e  considered by t h e  ind iv idua l  i n  making 
choioes ( i n t e r e s t ,  c a p a c i t i e s  and v a l u e s ) .  The four th  s t age ,  
l abe led  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  s t age .  occurs  when the  adolescent is 
making t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  t o  f u r t h a r  educa t ion ,  employment or a 
combination of both. The r e a l i s t i c  period c o n s l e t s  of t h e  
e x p l o r a t i o n  s t a g e  during which i n d i v i d u a l s  f u r t h e r  e x p l o r e  
t h e i r  a l t e r n a t i v e s ,  and t h e  c r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  s t a g e  i n  which 
a l t e r n a t i v e s  a r e  delimited and s p e c i f i c a t e d .  
The second assumption o f  Ginsberg's  developmental theory  
suggested t h a t  the process of occupational  cho ice  was 
i r r e v e r s i b l e .  A reformulation of t h e  theory by  Dineberg i n  
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1972 (Herr & Cransr, 1992). reduced t h e  emphasis on  t h e  
i r r e v e r s i b i l i t y  o f  occupational  choice.  The reforlnulated view 
proposed t h a t  al though dec i s ions  made p r i o r  and dur ing  
adOle8FBnCB w i l l  shape a n  i n d i v i d u a l ' s  ca ree r ,  l a t e r  changes 
in work and l i f e  wil l  a l s o  in f luence  ca ree r .  The t h i r d  
assumption underlying Ginzbeeg's  theory  is t h a t  compromise is 
an e e e e n t i a l  component o f  eve ry  choice.  According t o  Ginzberg 
and h i s  a s s o c i a t e s ,  every occupa t iona l  choice invo lves  a 
compromise a t  which t i n e  an i n d i v i d u a l  a t t empts  t o  choose a 
c a r e e r  which w i l l  al low the b e e t  u s e  of pe r sona l  i n t e r e s t s ,  
va lues ,  and a b i l i t i e s .  However, i n  making t h i s  cho ice ,  t h e  
r e a l i t i e s  o f  the  oeeupational  world must be =onaidered.  " I n  
seek ing  an appropr ia te  choice,  he must  weigh h i s  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  
and t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s  of t h e  environment,  a n d  a s s e s s  t h e  degree  
t o  which t h e y  w i l l  u rn t r ibu te  o r  d e t r a c t  fron h i s  secur ing  a 
maximum degree  o f  s a t i s f a c t i o n  in work and  l i f e "  (Ginsberg.  
1988, p.362).  Gineberg proposes t h a t  i n d i v i d u a l s  c o n s t a n t l y  
t r y  t o  improve o r  optimize t h e  P i t  between t h e  needs  and 
d e s i r e s  of t h e  s e l f  and work o p p o r t u n i t i e s  or c o n s t r a i n t s  t h a t  
occur (p rocess  o f  optimization) (Her r  L Cramer, 1992). 
mqr.aeiaa a-al ian of choioe 
s e v e r a l  r eeea rohers  have analyzed Gineberg'a t h e o r y  o f  
occupa t iona l  cho ice  and i n  p a r t i c u l a r  t h e  concept o f  
" inc reas ing  rea l i sm of choicew which accounta f o r  a s p i r a t i o n  
change (cosby,  1974; n ow ell u, 1977; Jenk ins ,  1983). The 
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cent ra l  assumption of t h i s  concept is t h a t  "young people enter  
t h e  labour narKet with i n i t i a l l y  unreal i s t ic  occupational 
goals which are eventually modified by the i r  subsequent 
experience of t h e  labour market, changing from l e e s  t o  Inore 
r e a l i s t i c "  (Jenkins, 1983, p.186). As adolescents become more 
aware of the world of work, work roles and perceived "rea l i ty  
factors" (goal-blockages), the choice process i scharsc ter ised  
by increased rationality, and fantasy o r  i d e a l i s t i c  
aspi ra t ions  a r e  diverted into more r e a l i s t i c  choices (Howell 
U, 1977). Moving from one developmental stage t o  the 
next, youth's knowledge of the labour market and labour force 
increases, t h e i r  choices (which have narrowed considerably) 
become more r e a l i s t i c  and focused and are accompanied by 
increased personal commitment (cosby, 1974). This increased 
knowledge, resul t ing  from experience. influences youth'a 
perceptions of " rea l i ty  factors". "The level of these 
perceived ' r e a l i t y  factors '  or 'goal-blockages' i s  the 
i n d i v i d ~ a l ' s  rea l iza t ion  of the socia l  contingencies involved 
i n  the maintenance of the present level of aspiration" (Howell 
a, 1977, p.335) and thus the  level  of perceived goal 
blockage i s  an  intervening variable between ideal i s t ic  and 
r e a l i s t i c  occupational aspirations. ~oal-blockages commonly 
investigated by researchers include such factors as lack of 
parental in teres t .  schools previously attended, not enough 
money t o  attend technical school o r  college, race, not wanting 
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to move, national and local scarcity of 'good jobs', no 
technical school or college nearby, lack of information about 
existing opportunities and personal intelligence (Howell & 
a. 1977; Howell st al, 1984; Corby, 1974). 
Empirical research is mixed in its support of Ginrbergss 
concept of increasing realism of choice. Cosby (1974) 
examined adolescents' level of occupational expectation within 
the framework of increasing realism of choice. He hypothesized 
that by Senior year in high school, students will have gained 
awareness of internal and external goal-blockages to 
attainment of occupational goals and trat these perceptions 
would be reflected in an appropriate change in their 
expectations. However, the findings did not generally support 
the notion of increasing realism of choice. The author 
Suggested that given the emphasis on higher education, 
students are not forced to make realistic choices in high 
~chool and thus the process has not yet begun by ranior high 
school. Howell at (1977) applied a causal modal depicting 
the process of increasing realism of choice (developed from 
GinZberg.5 theory) to a sample of high school males. Their 
results suggesten that 'realistic choices demonstrate an 
increasing dissociation from earlier fantasy choicer primarily 
through the f ~ r m a t i ~ n  of perceived reality factors" (Hovelltlf 
a, 1977). In a study by Jenkin's (19831, the concept of 
increasing realism of choice was examined through detailed 
4 6 
interviews with a sample of early school leavers. Findings 
indicated that "there is tentative evidence that those school 
leavers who fail to get the kinds of jobs that they want may 
adjust the horizons of their occupational goals downward" 
(Jenklnr, 1983, p.184). 
Sqmmrv of Gineberass TheoEy 
Gin2berg4$ developmental theory of occupational choice 
proposes that individuals go through three phases of 
occupational decision-making. Tha first phase is fantasy when 
children believe that they can achieve anything they desire. 
During the tentative phase, adolescents consider subjective 
factors or aspects of the self "hen forming aspirations. It 
is not until the third phase, realistic, that individuals 
incorporate reality factors into their oscupatimal decision 
making. Reality factors represent opportunities and 
limitations of the environment. At this stage, a conpromise 
may be required between reality factors and subjective factors 
or personal preferences. The three phases are characterirab 
by an increasing realism of choice. That is, as youth 
experience the labour market and become more aware of the 
world of work, their knowledge of reality factors increases. 
If individuals use this knowledge of reality factors when 
making career decisions, occupational aspirations will be more 
realistic and attainable. 
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mplopent and Bdueation Bxparienae 
The relationship between labour market experience andthe 
fornation and change of occupational aspirations is central to 
the developmental theories of both Cineberg and Gottfredson. 
Ginzberg0e (1988) theory suggests that youth enter the labour 
market with unrealistic aspirations which are modified as they 
experience the realities of the world of work. Gottfradson'e 
(1981) theory asserts that as indivi.duals experience the 
labour market, they make subjective judgements of 
accessibility. These accessibility judgments often result in 
a change from idealistic to realistic aspirations. Both of 
these theories Pocua on employment experience end its relation 
to changes in occupational aspirations. 
Research on the relationship between education and 
aspirations has focused on the variable of academic ability, 
achievement and attainment (see for example Bogie, 1976; 
Danziger, 1983; Parnee, 1985; ~esre-~iber, 1982; Isaac a, 
1992; Kenkel h Gage, 1983; Looker & XcNutt, 1989; Marini & 
Greenberger, 1978; Marjoribanks, 1992b; mall, 1988; Saha, 
1982; sewell u, 1969) aa opposed to the education 
experience itself. Dawkins h ~raddock (1982) studied factors 
prior to and during college attendance and their prediction of 
college outcomes. They found that college experience 
variables (college activities and collage satisfaction) were 
more important than collage grades in predicting long range 
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occupational aspirations. These results suggest that the 
experience itself as opposed to the academic achievement of 
the individual is more inportant. The authors note that 
experience variables have received little attention in studies 
of aspiration formation and change. 
Klaczynski & Reese (1991) agree with the assertion by 
Dawkins & Breddock (1982) that more focus must be placed an 
the educational experience. They suggest that "in part, this 
problem has arisen because the major theories of adolescent 
development focus on universal age-graded changes, and place 
lase emphasis on contextual variations that might result in 
developmental diversity" (p.442). In an examination of 
individuals in vocational training or college preparatory 
trajectory in high school, Klaczynski & Reese (1991) 
discovered differences in goals and decision making styles. 
College preparatory atudente had more of a career preparation 
orientation (emphasized educational, intellectual and 
achievement values, set goals related to professional and 
career success and based decisions on carear/educational 
factors) whereas the vocational training students demonstrated 
an adult preparation orientation (goals, values and decisions 
related to preparation for adulthood and attainment of adult 
status). 
As is evident through this review of the literature, few 
researchers have examined the relationship between either 
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employment or education experienae and aspiration formation 
and change. However, support is provided to ths hypothesis 
that a   elation ship does exist through literature on the self- 
system which explores the association between change in self- 
schema and experience in general. Russell st-ed (1992) assert 
that "experience is the key to changev in the self-system 
(p.8). As individuals experience different situations such as 
an employment or education initiative, they may encounter 
information which is incongruent with pre-existing self- 
knowledge. If the degree of these incongruencies is slight 
and insignificant, the infomation is assimilated and the 
individual will respond with established behaviors. If the 
information differs radically from current views of self, then 
there will be a tendency to ignore the information. Change 
occurs when the incongruencies are moderate, too large to 
assimilate but too small to dismiss as irrelevant. The result 
is the emergence of a possible self (aspiration1 which 
aecomodates the inconsistent information thus reducing the 
cognitive dissonance between existing self-sohemas and 
knowledge gained from the particular social context. 
Up to this point, theories of aspiration fornation and 
change have been discussed. The next sestion will explore the 
vast amount of sociological literature which investigates the 
differencaa between aspirations and expectations and the 
various factors which may account for individual and group 
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differences in aspirations. Some of these factors, sell, 
family and environment, have been referred to in the previous 
section. 
sociological Perspective 
marlier Researah 
The conceptualization of the teema, aspiration and 
expectation, has been credited to Xuvlesky L Bealrr (1966). 
These researchers proposed that "the concept 'aspiration' can 
be broken down into three analytical elements: (1) a person or 
persons, (2) wanting (having an orientation toward or about), 
(3) a social object 1i.e.. a goal)" (Kuvlesky L Baalar, 1966, 
p.270). Ac~ording to this view, each person porseesee a 
variety of goal areas such es education, income, residence and 
occupation. Aspirations can therefore be classified in terns 
of goal areas and can also be differentiated qualitatively and 
quantitatively within goal areas. Within goal areas, the 
relative level oP a given aspiration is determined based on 
the range of potential achievement and resulting arbitrary 
limits. Depending on where the individual's choioe falls 
within this range, aspirations are ccnsidered high or low. 
With respect to occupational aspirations, the range of 
potential achievement is a function of the prestige level of 
the chosen occupation. For example, an aspiration of becoming 
a doctor would be judged as high and babysitter as low, in 
terns of prestige. The orientation element of Xuvlesky L 
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s e a l e r ' s  (1966) def in i t ion  suggests t h a t  indiv idualswi l l  have 
variable dagrees of des i re  t o  a t ta in  the a l te rnat ives  within 
each goal-area. Aspirations can be referred t o  as s t rong or 
weak depending on tha in tens i ty  of t h e  individual ' s  d e s i r e  or 
motivation t o  achieve the goal. I t  is assumed t h a t  the  
individual wi l l  p r i o r i t i z e  speci f ic  aspirations within goal- 
areas (such as job6 within the goal-area of ossupation) 
depending on the  personal value placed on each. Kuvleeky & 
s e a l e r  (1966) suggest tha t  a n  individual may be oriented 
toward a number of goal-areas a t  the  same time such as 
occupation, education, residence and income. However, the 
individual may o r  may not perceive goal areas as in ter re la ted  
and t h i s  may account €Or lack of realism i n  youth's 
aspirations. 
Kuvlesky & Bealer (1966) also d i f ferent ia te  the concepts 
of aspiration end expectation. Whereas an aspi ra t ion  r e f l e c t s  
what a person wants, an expectation represents what t h e  person 
expects t o  get.  An expectation i s  defined as "the 
individual 's estimation of his probable attainment in  
reference t o  a par t icular  goal-area, ie ,  what occupational 
position he expects t o  reach" (p.273). The end s t a t e  of an 
aspi ra t ion  a lso  d i f f e r s  from that  of an expectation. The 
aspi ra t ion  is desired and thus  the  outcome i s  pos i t ive .  An 
expectation i s  not necessarily desired and is therefore  not 
considered a goal and the outoome may be favourable or 
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unfavourable. The authors view expectations as the 
individual's more or less accurate arsassnent of a combination 
of the limits of the external environment in addition to 
personal valuer and abilities. They therefore place 
expectations between aspirations or the psychological 
preferences or desires that an individual has regarding work 
statuses and that "residual all other "on-preferential 
faotors" such as labour market boundaries, inherited 
disabilities, age, and gender. Thus, expectations conbider 
not only personal desires (aspirations) but also potential 
personal and external boundaries. 
Miller K Hallsr (1964) and Haller - (1974) make a 
similar distinction between what one desires and what one 
expects to attain but employ the terra, level of mcupational 
aspiration (WA), to represent both concepts. An individual's 
M A  is defined as "a limited range of points on the 
o~cupetionel prestige hierarchy which he views desirable or 
possible for himself; that ie, it consists of his conception 
of a set of occupations within a limited occupational prestige 
range which on its lower level, is acceptable to him, and on 
its higher level, is within the range of feasibility" (p.114). 
The upper and lower level bounds of an individual's M A  
(idealistic and realistic limits) form the goal-region of the 
variable. Goals are also differentiated temporally and thus 
there is a short-range and long-range LOR. W A  is referred to 
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as a psychological variable which € o m s  part of an 
individual's cognitive structure. Similar to Kuvlesky 6 
~eeler-s definition (1966), these authors also view the 
structure as social psychological because it takes its 
hierarchical structure from the occupational prestige 
hierarchy, a social structural phenomenon. From a 
developmental perspective, as students get older, their 
idealistic W A s  would become less prominent and their 
realistic ones nore prominent. Kuvleaky & Bealer (1966) agree 
with Miller & Hailer's (1964) assumption that the goal- 
specification of an individual may include a range of 
particular alternatives as opposed to just one but question 
the boundaries ofthis range, arguing that both idealisti0 and 
realistic aspirations undoubtedly have ranges of their ovn. 
Cutrent 8eS.arOh 
nore reoent enpirioal studies havemaintainedthe earlier 
sociological view of aspirations end expectations. Cobb 6 
MacBrayne (1990). in a review of the literature on 
adolescents' aspirations, comment on the abundance of research 
in the 1960s and early 1970s and the lack of research in the 
later 1970s and 1980s. They report that research on this 
subject typically differentiates between aspirations and 
erpestations, as originally proposed by Kuvleaky & Baalor 
(1966). Aspirations are generally defined as "an 
individual's desire to obtain a status object or goal such as 
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a particular occupation or level of education" (Cobb 61 
NacBrayne, 1990, p.24). Expectatiilns represent "the 
individual's estimation of the likelihood of attaining there 
goals, plans, ambitions or dreams" (Cobb & MacBrayne, 1990, 
p.24; Hansen 61 McIntire, 1989, p.39). Other researchers make 
a similar distinction between aspirations and expectations but 
use the tern aapirationa to refer to both the desires and the 
expectations of individuals. The two forms of goals are 
differentiated by referring to the former as idealistic 
aspirations and the latter as realistic aspirations (Haller & 
a, 1974; Howell U, 1984; Marjoribanks, 1992a; McCrackcn 
& Balcinas, 1991; Miller & Haller, 1964). Other researoh 
investigates the relationship between aspirations and 
expectations, and attainment, the behavioral realization of 
these goals. Such research is based on the assumption that 
aspirations and expectations are in same way predictive of 
actual attainment. 
-era1 Pindinas 
Cobb & HacBrayne (1990) and Hanlen h NcIntire (1989) 
report three consistent findings in the aspiration literature: 
the aspirations of youth are usually higher than their 
expectations, expectations generally decline with age while 
aspirations remain high and both aspirations and expectations 
are higher than actual attainment. Why do theae dieferences 
emerge among these three variables? Aspirations, typically 
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measured according to prestige level, undoubtedly represent 
what people have socially learned to be the o~cupationb which 
offer the highest statuses and thus the best lifestyles 
(values and expectations) (Hansen & MeIntiee, 1989). Youth 
are faced with such images of prestigious occupations and 
associated lifestyles in their immediate social environment at 
home, in school, among their peers, in the community and 
through the media (Cobb U, 1989; McCracken & Barcinao, 
1991; Odall, 1988). These expressed aspirations may not be 
real and genuine but superficial and a reflection of what 
youth think would be ideal jobs to have (Cobb &=, 1989). 
However, little tine and effort has been given to assessing 
the self and the labour lnarkat when expressing auoh 
aspirations. choices are based on what the individuai would 
like to have in en ideal world but of oouese there are 
personal and environmental limitations to what a pereon can 
attain. Expectations, on the other hand, represent 
individuals' estimation of the likelihocd of attaining goals 
(Hansen & Mcrntire, 19893. Consequently, in developing 
expectations, individuals give careful consideration to 
internal and external factors that potentially influence the 
attainment of goals. They are a result of the assessment of 
one's resources; that is, one's personal abilities, skills, 
attributes, values and attitudes, financial resources, 
opportunities; as well as the limitations of the labour 
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market. Attainments are perhapa even lower than the 
aspirations and expectations because of the limited control 
which people have over eaononis conditions. For example, an 
individual can take a course on job search skills and write an 
effective resume and prepare and attend a good interview but 
the final decision of who to hire is up to the employer. 
S - n N  Of 800i0104i041 P.Zmki%!a 
Literature on ocoupational aspirations is largely 
concentrated in the sociology discipline. sociolagical 
researchers have done extensive work on defining aspirations 
and have conducted numerous studies on factors associated with 
aspiration fornation and differences in level of aspirations 
among various groups. such research generally differentiates 
between the concepts of aspiration, or what a person would 
like to achieve, and expectations, or what a parson expects to 
achieve. The former, bared solely on an individual's hopes 
and draems, is considered an idealistic goal which offers a 
desirable and favourable end-state. The latter is labelled 
realistic as it takes into account both subjective or peraonal 
factors and limits of the external environment. An 
expectation is therefore a function of the individual's 
assessment of the probability of reaching an occupational goal 
given internal and external factors. The end-state may be 
desired or not desired, favourable or unfavourable. Recant 
empirical studies have maintained this earlier sociological 
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view of aspirations and expectations although some aUthOrb 
have preferred to use the terms idaalistic and realistic 
aspirations. General findings are that aspirations are higher 
than expectations and that, given one's limited control over 
eoonomic? conditions, both are higher than actual attainment. 
Next follows a discussion of the factors associated with 
aspiration formation as investigated by sociological 
researchers. 
Pa~ters Intlmenoing Ampintion Porntien 
Perhaps the most signiicant change in the Canadian labour 
forse over the past decade was the substantial increase in the 
participation rate of women. In 1975, wonen constituted 36.9% 
OE the labour force, a figure which steadily increased and 
eaached 44.3% in 1989 (Labour Canada, 1990). Despite efforts 
by the Women's novment to open the occupational opportunity 
struature for women, female workers oontinued to be 
Eoncentrated in the clerical, services, medical and health, 
teaching and social sciences fields. Data from Statistics 
Canada reveal that women ware clearly underrepresented in the 
nation's top 10 highest paid ornupationo, jobs often 
classified as traditionally male such as physician, juege, 
dentiet, pilot and engineer (Labour Canada, 1990). Although 
legal and economia advances have broadened the rolee 
perlniesible for each gender, the sex stereotyping of 
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occupations, which results in judgements that men and women 
are best suited for different roles, was still evident 
(clemson, 1981). ,#In American society, there is a pronounced 
gender-typing of occupations with the result that most people 
'know' which jobs are feminine, which are masculine, and which 
may be filled by either men or women" (Kankel 6 Gage, 1983, 
p.129-1301. There has been evidence that this gender 
segregation in the occupetinnal structure is reflected in the 
aspirations of adolescants (Clemson, 1981; Kenkel 6 Gage, 
1983; Marini 6 Greenberger, 1978; Shapiro 6 crowley, 1982). 
Girls generally aepira to a narrow range of famale-dominated 
white-collar occupations in the middle of ths prestige 
hierarchy while boys aspire to a much wider range of 
professional, scientific and either skilled and unskilled 
oc~pations ranging from quite high to low on the prestige 
soale. Even the rise in the educational aspirations of fenale 
students has been attributed, not necessarily to a rise in 
female anbition and aspirations to enter male-dominated high 
prestige and high paid jobs, but to changing educational 
requirements for traditionally female occupations such as 
social worker, nurse, librarian, secretary and teacher (Dunne 
u, 1981; Looker 6 McNutt, 1989). 
There are, however, conflioting findings regarding gander 
differences in occupational aspirations. Some studies have 
revealed significant differences and yet others have actually 
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found t h a t  female s h a d  higher a s p i r a t i o n s t h a n m a l e o .  Apostal  
6 Bilden (1991) s tud ied  gender d i f fe rences  i n  t h e  educa t iona l  
and occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  of a sample of 192 s t u d e n t s  from 
t h r e e  r u r a l  North Dakota schools. The i r  d a t a  r evea led  t h a t  
both sexes had h igh  asp i r s t ions .  No gender d i f f e r e n c e  was 
found i n  educa t iona l  a s p i r a t i o n s  bu t  t h e  female s tuden t s  
expressed s i g n i f i c a n t l y  higher occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  than 
t h e  males. ~ u n n e  t (1981) analyzed sex d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  t h e  
educa t iona l  and occupational  a sp i ra t ions  of r u r a l  youth (926 
g i r l 6  and 861 boys) i n  grades 10, 11 and 12. Female s tuden t s  
had s i g n i f i o a n t l y  higher educational  a s p i r a t i o n s ,  same or 
higher occupational  a sp i ra t ions  and equa l  r anges  o f  job choice 
i n  comparison t o  t h e  male students.  The d a t a  r evea led  t h a t  
t h e  s h i f t  away from highly stereotyped job cho ices  was i n  t h e  
d i r e c t i o n  of n e u t r a l l y  perceived occupations as opposed t o  
toward jobs s t a reo typsd  f o r  t h e  oppos i t e  sex. Bogie (1976) 
analyzed t h e  e x t e n t  of a sp i ra t ion-exyea ta t ion  diecrepanoiee 
among 1835 Kentusky h igh  6 ~ h o 0 1  s e n i o r s  with r e s p e c t  t o  
s e v e r a l  career ohoice va r i ab les  inc lud ing  genCer. Porty 
pe rcen t  of t h e  s tuden t s  who asp i red  f o r  p ro fess iona l  
occupations expected t o  e n t e r  occupations lower i n  s t a t u s  and 
d i sc repanc ies  between an ind iv idua l ' s  a s p i r a t i o n s  and 
expec ta t ions  occurred more o f t en  f o r  females than  males. 
Socialization 
The pe rpe tua t ion  of t h e  gender segrega t ion  c ,' t h e  l abour  
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force by the aspirations of youth has prompted the examination 
of gender differences in the occupational aspirations of 
youth. Many researchers have attributed sex-related 
differences in career aspirations tothe socialization process 
(Aurter & Auster, 1981; Danziger, 1983; Piorentine & cole, 
1992; Prenken, 1983; Jacobs, 1987; Kenkel &Gage, 1983; Looker 
6 McNutt, 1989; Marini & Greenberger. 1978). "Early life 
socialization is often aocorded an important if not decisive 
role in shaping the labor force experiences of women" (Jaoobs, 
1987, p.122). Traditional sex-role expectations view the man 
as aconomically independent, the principal breadwinner and 
main achiever with wmen being assigned homemaking and 
childrearing as priority and a career as optional (Danziger, 
1983; Marini & Greenberger, 1978). This form of gender 
socialization results in young women perceiving the pursuit of 
a successful career as a transgression of norms. As a result, 
often "young women place limits on their ambition, emphasize 
the primacy of their domestic role, and select normatively 
appropriate, 'feminine' occupations" (Fiorentine & Cole, 1992, 
p.470). In a study by Herre-siber & Gosselin (1982) which 
examined the lifestyle and oereer plans of Boston college 
undergraduates, occupational expectations of males and females 
differed in that women expeoted to enter more traditional 
types of work and were much less confident. They aepired to 
lebs occupational success than males, expected lower salaries 
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and were mare likely to expect parttime work. The authors 
attributed these differences to conflicting priorities in 
choosing an occupation among sen and women, undoubtedly a 
reeult of the socialization procese. The wonen in the study 
valued career advancement and high salary less than melas and 
instead looked for work that was flexible enough to allow for 
the combining of childrearing and social benefits to others. 
Interestingly, those women coming from a Catholic background 
were nore likely to hold the belief that women with children 
should curtail their labour foroe participation and Fare for 
their husband and children. This belief was reflected in 
their future occupational plans. 
It appears that sex-typing of occupations begins in early 
childhood and thus children should be taught at an early age 
to view occupations as open to both men end women and be 
helped to develop nonstereotypic; attitudes so that personal 
aspirations will be less gander-typed (Auster & Auster, 1981; 
Franken, 1983). Franken (1983) studied sex role expectations, 
vocational aspirations and perceptions of occupations of 120 
boye and girls from three age groups (preschool, second and 
fifth grade) and different SES levels. Aspirations expressed 
by the children conformed to traditional sex roles with a 
significant relationship between sex typing of aspirations and 
the sex of the eespondenta. In a study by Henderson - 
(1908) of sex-typing in occupational preferenoes, it was 
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revealad that sex-typing in children'. aspirations is evident 
prior to age six. 
Certain studies have suggested that the socialization 
pr~~e.8 may have a greater effect on boys in terns of the 
formation of stereotypic aspirations. Clemson (1981) examined 
the sex role etereotyping of a sample of 815 senior youth 
deemed disadvantaged in 25 US sites in an effort to determine 
whether sex role flexibility is related to personal vocational 
aspirations. When vocational sex stereotyping was measured, 
it was revealed that females are nore flexible than males and 
that females rated ocmpations more neutrally than males. The 
youth who were more flexible in their sex stereotyping of jobs 
expressed higher vocational aspirations. In Pranken's study 
(1983) of the sex role expectations and vocational aspirations 
of children, she found that boys demonstrated significantly 
greater sex-typing than girls in their aspirations. In a 
Canadian study by Looker & McNutt (1989) of the occupational 
and educational plans of youth, males weramore stereotyped in 
their occupational plans with 90% planning to enter 
~ccupations which Were predominantly malewhereas one-third of 
the females chore traditionally male jobs. The authors report 
that "Our respondents' explanations of their choices indicate 
that economics or other objective characteristics of the work 
wmld are not the only considerations. Rather, their jobs 
appear to be part of the ongoing process whereby many young 
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~aopla, particularly males, reaffirm their gender identity" 
(Looker & McNutt, 1989, p.364). Hesse-Biber L Oosselin 11982) 
reported that among the college undergraduates studied, women 
were more likely than men to choose a nontraditional 
~ccupation. Henderson et (1988) found that although aex- 
typing in occupational preferences existed among both boys and 
girls, girls were much more flexible and demonstrated a better 
capability to "break away from traditional sex-role 
stereotypesw (p.45). Ceung L Hamon (1990) explored 
~ottfredson's construct, zone of acceptable alternatives, and 
its relationship to gender and sex role orientation. They 
found that men were less likely than women to cross gender 
boundaries in occupational aspirations. Re in Clamson's 
analysis (1981), a flexible sex role attitude was associated 
with having more flexible ranges of occupational aspirations 
on the basis of both prestige and sex-type. Sex-role 
traditionality was associated with lower occupational 
aspirations for both genders in Shapiro L Crowley's (1982) 
analysis of the emplopent aspirations of youth aged 14-21. 
rimentine 6 Cole (1992) proposed an alternative theory 
to explain why women may change and lower their aspirations 
more 60 than men. They conducted a study of the "pre-med 
persistence gap" where women are less likely than men to 
complete undergraduate premed prograns and apply to medical 
school. They tested four plausible explanations consistent 
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with theories of gender inequality, and suggested that 
socialization results in women having two socially acceptable 
F O U ~ B B  to olaining legitimate adult status. The normative 
alternatives approach suggests that it is normatively 
appropriate for Woman to pursua either a career and work 
fulltiae or be s fulltine wife and mother. Consequently, if 
faced with doubts, failure or di~satisfaction in their 
careers, there are fewer disincentives for woman to change or 
lower their aspirations. Men, however, have only one socially 
appropriate avenue to status and that is through a successful 
Career. 
ptruotural barriers 
A second theoretical approach which attempts to explain 
gender differences in aspirations is the structural barriers 
approach which examinee perceived differences in job 
opportunities andmarkst structure (Dansigar, 1983; Fiorentine 
6 Cole, 1992). "In other words, to the degree that women 
regard their opportunities as more restricted than those 
available to men, girls tend to persuade themaelves that high 
career aspirations are unrealistic" (Danziger, 1983, p.684). 
Berman 6 Haug (1979) explored this approach from the 
perspective of "mobility discrepancy", or the perceived 
mobility between aspirations and expectations. The 
researchers had hypothesized that females would express 
greater disorepancies or differences between what they hoped 
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t o  achieve and what they expected because they g e n e r a l l y  
encoun te r  more obs tac les  t o  achievement and have l imi ted  
a c c e s s  t o  re sou roe^ and o p p o r t u n i t i e s  than males. I t  was 
found t h a t  measures of mobil i ty discrepancy ware no t  
a s e o c i a t e d  wi th  t h e  gender va r i ab le .  However, when l e v e l  of 
a s p i r a t i o n  was con t ro l l ed ,  d i f fe rensee  did e x i s t  among h igh  
a s p i r e r e r s .  Females a s p i r i n g  t o  h i g h  s t a t u s  occupa t ions  
showed more mobi l i ty  discrepancy than  males; t h a t  i s ,  t h e  
occupa t ions  they  expected t o  e n t e r  were much lower than t h e  
occupa t ions  they  asp i red  t o  a t t a i n .  A s t u d y  by Marini  1 
Geeenberger (1978) o n  the a s p i r a t i o n s  and  e x p e c t a t i o n s  of 1 1 t h  
g r a d e  s t u d e n t s  reported e i n i l a r  f ind ings .  They found t h a t  t h e  
d i sc repancy  between asp i ra t ions  and expec ta t ions  was g r e a t e r  
f o r  g i r l s  than  boys a t  h igher  l e v e l s  o f  a s p i r a t i o n s  and t h a t  
g i r l s  a s p i r i n g  t o  male dominated oooupations g e n e r a l l y  d id  not  
expes t  t o  a n t e r  such occupations.  
B o ~ ~ - D D ~ E -  
E a r l i e r  r e sea rohers  inves t iga ted  t h e  a s s o c i a t i o n  between 
se l f -es teem and sax- re la ted  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  a s p i r a t i o n s ,  
p ropos ing  t h a t  women's low self-esteem of ten  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  
cho ice  of a t r a d i t i o n a l  role and ca ree r .  n o r e  r e c e n t  
f i n d i n g s ,  however, r e p o r t  M a t  men end  women have  s i m i l a r  
-cores o f  g loba l  self-esteem and t h a t  ca ree r  g o a l s  and l i f e  
p r i o r i t i e s  are a c t u a l l y  a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  s e l f -  
conf idence  r e l a t e d  t o  s p e c i e i c  self-concepts (Zuckarman, 
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1985).  Zuckerman'r (1985) ana lys i s  r evea led  t h a t  women who 
expressed  g r e a t e r  se l f -conf idence  i n  "mrcu l ine"  s p h e r e s  of 
math and  sc ience  tended t o  express  higher educa t iona l  g o a l s  in 
male-dominated i i e l d s .  Women's self-concept in achievement 
o r i e n t a t i o n ,  oonsidered t o  be ano ther  masculine t r a i t ,  was 
a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  t h e i r  ranking o f  a ca ree r  as an important  
p r i o r i t y  i n  t h e i r  l ives .  Hol l inger  (1983) agrees  with 
Zuckerman (1985) and suggeste t h a t  "While g loba l  measures of 
se l f -concep t  or eelf-esteem may have l imi ted  d i sc r imina t ing  
va lue ,  se l f -es t ima tes  of ca ree r - re levan t  s k i l l s  and a b i l i t i e s ,  
which c o n s t i t u t e  a more circumscribed end ca ree r - re la ted  
component of an i n d i v i d u a l ' s  self-esteem, should have 
s u b s t a n t i a l l y  g rea te r  d i sc r imina t ing  power" (p. 50) .  She 
s t u d i e d  the  r o l e  of se l f -pe rcep t ion  of a b i l i t y  and t h e  c a r e e r  
a s p i r a t i o n s  o f  mathematically t a l e n t e d  females and found t h a t  
t h e  g r e a t e r  t h e  se l f -es t ima te  of sc ience  a b i l i t y ,  t h e  g r e a t e r  
t h e  l i k e l i h o o d  t h a t  t h e  ind iv idua l  would a s p i r e  t o  a 
n o n t r a d i t i o n a l  career i n  math or science.  Those g i r l s  who 
r a t e d  themselves highly i n  s t e reo typ ica l ly  female t r a i t s  such 
as a r t i s t i c  and o f f i c e  s k i l l s ,  tended t o  a s p i r e  t o  e i t h e r  
gander n e u t r a l  or t r a d i t i o n a l l y  female occupations.  
Other r e sea rchers  have s tud ied  t h e  a s s o c i a t i o n  between 
se l f -concep t  and asp i ra t ions  i n  terlna o f  s e l f - s f i i c a c y  
expec ta t ions  or " b e l i e f s  about one ' s  a b i l i t y  t o  success fu l ly  
perform a g iven  t a s k  or behavior" (Lent &&?&, 1986, p.265). 
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=he asbumption i s  t h a t  self-efficacy bel iefs  are r e l a t e d  to 
expressed interest., in particular occupation., range of 
perseived career options and persistence and success in chosen 
f i e l d s .  Results from s study by Lent et (1986) of students 
considering science and engineering careers revealed tha t  
self-efficacy beliefs s igni f icant ly  predicted technical 
grades, retention and perceived career options independently 
of in teres ts ,  math a b i l i t y  and past achievement. Post-Kamer 
6 smith (1985) examined t h e  relationship between gender 
d i f ferences  i n  self-efficacy of eighth and ninth graders and 
~ o n r i d s r a t i o n  of t radi t ional ly  male and female occupations. 
Sex differences merged, but only f o r  a s e l e c t  group of 
occupations. For example, with regard to t r a d i t i o n a l l y  male 
occupations, boys indicated greater self-efficacy than g i r l s  
f o r  draf ter  and engineer. with regard t o  t radi t ional ly  female 
occupations, g i r l s  expressed greater self-efficacy than boys 
f o r  the occupations of dental hygienist,  secre tary ,  s o c i a l  
worker and home economist. Overall, boys tended t o  have 
s imi lar  self-confidence i n  meeting t h e  educational and job 
requirements for both t radi t ional ly  male and female 
occupations: however, g i r l s  expressed greater self-confidence 
f o r  t radi t ional ly  female ocoupations. I n  a study conducted by 
Lapan L Jingeleski (1992) of eighth graders, boys expeoted to 
a t t a i n  and had greater b e l i e f s  i n  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  be 
S U C C B B S ~ U ~  in occupations which both boys and g i r l s  agreed are 
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masculine jobs. The same was t r u e  f o r  g i r l s  i n  terms o f  
occupa t ions  considered feminine b y  both genders. 
mumam o r  0~1de.r Influenoea 
Research on gender d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n s  demonstrates t h a t  gender segrega t ion  in t h e  
occupa t iona l  s t r u c t u r e  of t h e  l abour  market i s  r e f l e c t e d  i n  
the a s p i r a t i o n s  of adolescents.  Young women of ten  a s p l r e  t o  
a narrow range  o f  female dominated white c o l l a r  occupations i n  
t h e  midd le  of t h e  p r e s t i g e  hierarchy.  Young men tend t o  
a s p i r e  t o  a wider range of p ro fess iona l ,  s c i e n t i f i c ,  
s e m i s k i l l e d  and unsk i l l ed  occupations ranging from h igh  t o  low 
on the  p r e s t i g e  sca le .  In  g e n e r a l ,  t h e  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n s  expressed by males a r e  h igher  than those  expressed 
by women. Women a l s o  t end  t o  have g r e a t e r  d i sc repanc ies  
between t h e i r  a s p i r a t i o n s ,  or wha t  they hope t o  achieve,  and 
t h e i r  expec ta t ions ,  o r  what they expec t  t o  achieve.  
Gender d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  have been 
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  s e v e r a l  f ac to r s .  One is t h e  s o c i a l i z a t i o n  
process which t eaches  t r a d i t i o n a l  rex-role expec ta t ions  for 
males and females. Another i a  t h e  ser-typing of occupa t ions ,  
ev iden t  a t  an e a r l y  age ,  which o f t e n  r e s u l t s  i n  t h e  fo rna t ion  
of s t e r e o t y p i c  asp i ra t ions .  s t r u c t u r a l  b a r r i e r s  o r  perceived 
d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  job  opportunity and  market s t r u s t u r e  may c a u s e  
young women t o  view t h e i r  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  as more r e s t r i c t e d .  
F ina l ly ,  se l f -pe rcep t ion ,  such a s  s p e c i f i n  se l f -concep t ions ,  
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s e l f - e s t i m a t e s  of a b i l i t y  and se l f -e f f i cacy  b e l i e f s ,  are 
be l i eved  t o  play a s i g n f i c a n t  r o l e .  Nsxt fo l lows  an 
examination o f  t h e  effect .  of r eg ion  of r e s idence  on the  
ocsupa t iona l  a sp i ra t ions  of you th .  
Remion or Res idence  
s i z e  of cowuni ty  o r  ru ra l fu rban  residence is a v a r i a b l e  
which many resea rchers  have focused on i n  t h e i r  s t u d i e s  of t h e  
educa t iona l  a n d  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  of youth. This focus  
i n  the l i t e r a t u r e  is baaed on t h e  premise t h a t :  
T h e  uniquely patterned oppor tun i ty  s t r u c t u r e  and t h s  
ba lance  between educational  and woek oppor tun i t i e s  i n  an 
area undoubtedly s t ruc tu re  t h e  na tu re  and  range of c a r e e r  
op t ions .  I n  o the r  words, a  r u r a l  or urban con tex t  c a n  be 
s e e n  as a r a t  of parameters through which and by which 
career plans aee shaped,  molded and even tua l ly  
c r y s t a l l i z e d  (Lyson, 1986, p.340). 
E a r l i e r  s t u d i e s  genera l ly  r evea led  t h a t  r u r a l  s tuden t s  have 
much lower  a s p i r a t i o n s  than  t h e i r  urban coun te rpa r t s ,  o f t e n  
r e s u l t i n g  in lover  occupational  a t t a inment  (Apostal  1 Bi lden ,  
1991; Cobb 6 MacBrayne, 1990; MacBrayne. 1987).  Tha 
cons ide rab le  d i f f e r e n c s  between t h e  a s p i r a t i o n s  o f  r u r a l  and 
urban you th  is  o f t e n  a t t r i b u t e d  t o  t h e  major l i m i t a t i o n s  
imposed upon t h e  career development of s tuden t s  as a r e s u l t  of 
geograph ic  loca t ion .  "Rural s t u d e n t s ,  i n  comparison t o  t h e i r  
urban coun te rpa r t s ,  have had un ique  circumstances t o  contend 
wi th  when lneking dec i s ions  a b o u t  educa t ion  and  c a r e e r s "  
(Apostal  & Bildsn.  1991, p.153). These "unique circumstances" 
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include s u c h  f a c t o r s  as reduced a c c e s s i b i l i t y  t o  higher 
education (Apos ta l  k Bildan, 1991), l a c k  of d ive r s i ty  i n  the  
education programs offered by r u r a l  schoo l s  (Odell, 1988). 
laok of a c c e s s  t o  career in fomat ion  resources  and r e s t r i c t e d  
career oounsa l l ing  se rv ices ,  l imi ted  exposure t o  and awareness 
of t h e  d i v e r s e  world of c a r e e r s ,  l imi ted  aocese t o  
o p p o r t u n i t i e s  which allow s tuden t s  t o  experience or sample 
a l t e r n a t i v e s  f o r  ca ree r  expression ( such  as par t t ime  work, job 
shadowing a n d  volunteer s i t e s ) ,  laok o f  non- t rad i t iona l  r o l e  
mode18 f o r  both genders and eYpOSUre t o  Wre t r a d i t i o n a l  
l i f e s t y l e s  and r o l e s .  
More r e c e n t  s tud ies  r e p o r t  c o n f l i c t i n g  f ind ings  
concerning t h e  a s s m i a t i o n  between reg ion  of residence and t h e  
formation o f  a sp i ra t ions .  c e r t a i n  au thors  suggest  t h a t  t h e  
gap between t h e  a s p i r a t i o n s  of r u r a l  and urban youth h a s  been 
c los ing  (Apos t s l  P Bilden. 1991, Cobb & MacBrayne, 1990, 
mcBrayne, 1987).  Apostal & Bilden (1991) studied gender 
d i f fe rences  i n t h e  educational  and occupa t iona l  a s p i r a t i o n s  of 
a Sample o f  192 s tuden t s  from t h r e e  r u r a l  North Dakota 
schools.  The i r  data revealed t h a t  both sexes had high 
asp i ra t ions .  For example, 77.4% of t h e  females and 67.8% of 
the males p lanned  t o  a t t end  a four  y e a r  i n s t i t u t i o n  of h igher  
education a n d  15.5% of t h e  females and 21.1% of the  males 
l i s t e d  a t w o  year post-secondary program. 
Yet o t h e r s  a s s e r t  t h a t  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  s t i l l  e x i s t s  and 
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should be o f  major concern t o  r esea rchers  and p r a c t i t i o n e r s .  
nccording t o  cobb u (1989). " t h a r e  is a growing body of 
evidence t h a t  r u r a l  youth i n  genera l  have lower l e v e l s  of 
academic and vocational  a s p i r a t i o n s  t h a n  t h e i r  c o u n t e r p a r t s  in 
suburban and w b a n  areas" (p.11).  They analyzed asp i ra t ion  
r e l a t e d  da ta  co l l ec ted  f ro .  a longitudinal study (High School 
and Beyond - HSB) which involved a sample o f  10.416 s t u d e n t s  
t o  determine i f  r u r a l  youth d i f f e r  f rom urban youth i n  t e n s  
o f  v o c a t i o n a l  and educational  a s p i r a t i o n s .  Resu l t s  ind ica ted  
t h a t  r u r a l  s t u d e n t s ,  in comparison t o  urban,  a s p i r e  l e s s  o f t en  
t o  continuing education.  When t h e y  d o  a s p i r e  t o  post-  
secondary educa t ion  t h e i r  expeo ta t ions  for  educational  
at tainment are lower, t h e i r  l e v e l s  of self-confidante i n  
o m p l e t i n g  degree  requirements a r e  lower,  t h e y  have  s g r e a t e r  
tendency t o  expect  t o  e n t e r  the  worKforFe immediately 
following h i g h  school,  and  they  a s p i r e  t o  lower l e v e l  o a r e e r a  
and profess ions .  Shapiro 6 Crowley (1982) used d a t a  f rom the 
1979 Na t iona l  long i tud ina l  study (NLS) to  ana lyze  the  
eaploylnent a s p i r a t i o n s  o f  you th  aged 14-21 and found tha t  
those youth r a i s e d  in a ru ra l  s e t t i n g  had lower occupational  
a s p i r a t i o n s  than t h e i r  urban coun te rpa r t s .  I n  a s t u d y  by 
Hansen r McInt i re  (1989). r u r a l  s tuden t s  r epor ted  t h a t  they 
would be s a t i s f i e d  with lower l e v e l e  o f  education end a s p i r e d  
most o f t e n  t o  lower l e v e l  pos i t ions  than t h e i r  urban pee rs .  
 PO^ example, 37.39 of r u r a l  s t u d e n t s  compared t o  a4.19 of 
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urban s tuden t s  ind ica ted  t h a t  a h i g h  school diploma would be 
t h e  lowest education tha t  they  would be s a t i s f i e d  with and  
15.2% of urban compared t o  9.0% of r u r a l  student. e sp i rad  t o  
h igher  p r o f e s s i o n a l  occupations. 
Mccracken & Baroinas (1991) examined d i f f e r e n c e s  between 
r u r a l  and urban schoo l s ,  s tudent c h a r a a t e r i s t i c s  and s t u d e n t s '  
educa t iona l  and  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s .  ~ u r a l / u r b a n  
d i f f e r e n c e s  a n t i s i p a t e d  by t h e  au thors  were found. S tuden t s  
l i v i n g  i n  r u r a l  areas tended t o  b e  from fami l i e s  of lower 
socioeoonomic s t a t u s  (SES), fami l i e s  Were l a rge r ,  and t h e  
education o f  p a r e n t s  was lower. Each of t h e s e  va r i ab les  h a s  
been shown t o  be s i g n i f i c a n t l y  r e l a t e d  t o  a s p i r a t i o n  formation 
and wi l l  b e  discussed f u r t h e r  in a fo l lowing  sec t ion  on  fami ly  
s t r u c t u r e  va r i ab les .  There vaa a s i g n i f i c a n t  b u t  s m a l l  
d i f fe rence  i n  t h e  SES index soores of s t u d e n t s '  occupational  
s r p i r a t i o n s  wi th  urban students express ing  s l i g h t l y  h igher  
a s p i r a t i o n s .  Urban s tuden t s  expected h igher  incomes. The two 
groups d i d  not d i f f e r  in t e r n s  of t h e i r  confidence t h a t  t h e y  
would aohieve t h e i r  aspirat ions.  1n t e r n s  of educa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n s ,  s t u d e n t s  d i f fe red  i n  t h e  a r e a s  they planned t o  
study.  Rural ~ t u d e n t s  chose a reas  which were e a s i l y  
i d e n t i f i a b l e  a n d  observable t o  them s u c h  as a g r i c u l t u r e ,  
education,  and h e a l t h  eoiences whereas urban s t u d e n t s  a s p i r e d  
t o  study a r t e ,  s c i e n c e s ,  a o c i a l  sc iences  and bueiness.  RLral  
studente were more l i k e l y  t o  say they wanted t o  a t t end  a 
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technical institute with a higher percentage of urban students 
planning to enter a four year college program. 
Differences in the aspirations of rural and urban 
students have also been studied in terns of differences in the 
expectations which rural and urban parents hold for their 
children. "Aspirations are influenced considerably by the 
communicated expectations of signficant pe~ple who interact 
with the individual. If those expectations are high and 
consistent over time, then there would appear to be a greater 
likelihood that the individual's aspirationswill be silnilarly 
high. conversely low aspirations will result in low 
aspirations" (Cobb et, 1989, p.12). In their study of 
the High School and Beyond data, Cobb ef_al (1989) found that 
the parents, teachers and counsellors of rural students hold 
lower career and education aspirations for them than do the 
significant others of urban students. Other authors report 
similar findings. Odell (1988) exaninad the relationships 
between parental expectations of 491 rural Ohio high school 
students and their educational and occupational expectations. 
The author reports that "expectations parents held for their 
children for education beyond high 6ch001 had a profound 
influence upon plans for advanced education and area of 
advanced  study^^ (Odell, 1988, p.20). Hanren h McIntire (1989), 
in an examination of the educational and vocational 
aspirations of high school students, discovered that when 
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rural and urban students' perceptions of their parents' 
vocational aspirations for them were analyzed, urban students 
reported higher parental expeotations. The Mfcracken L 
Barcinae (1991) analysis of rural urban differences also 
revealed that parents living in rural areas are less likely to 
expect their children to pursue further education. 
R e s w e  mfluencea 
Research on differences in occupational aspirations 
related to an individual's region of residence has found that 
in general, rural youth tend to have lower occupational 
arpiratiosls than their urban pears. These differences have 
been hypothetically attributed to the unique circumstances 
encountered by youth residing in rural areas. As a function 
of their rural environment, such youth oftan have reduced 
access to higher education, limited educational programs to 
choose from, limited access to career support services to 
assist in career decision making, limited exposure to tho 
diverse world of careers, limited work experience 
opportunities, lack of nontraditionalrole models, and greater 
exposure to treditional lifestyles and roles. Region of 
residence differences in aspirations are also related to 
family structure variables. Rural youth often oome from low 
SES backgrounds, their families are larger, the education 
level of their parents tends to be lower and parental 
expectations for their children's success are often lover. Ae 
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w i l l  be  discussed i n  t h e  next sec t ion .  such fami ly  s t r u c t u r e  
v a r i a b l e s  are c l o s e l y  assoc ia ted  with lower asp i ra t ions .  
Pamilv s t r u n t u r e  v l ab l sg  
Boeioeoononic s t a t u s  
Severa l  fa at or^ are assumed t o  account for t h e  p o s i t i v e  
c o r r e l a t i o n  between socioeconomic e t a t u e  (SES) and t h e  
occupational  and educational  aspipatione o f  youth.  For 
example, SES i s  believed t o  be r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  occupational  
a s p i r a t i o n s  of youth because it a f f e c t s  t h e  economic resources 
a v a i l a b l e  f o r  higher education and o the r  ca ree r - re la ted  
p u r s u i t s ,  degree of opportunity for  r o l e  models i n  t h e  nuc lea r  
family,  degree of opportunity f o r  personal  c o n t a c t  with people 
i n  va r ious  occupations through f r i ends ,  family,  and t r a v e l  
(Bur l in ,  1976), l e v e l  of ocoupational  awareness and knowledge 
(Bogie, 1976). end s p e c i f i c  educational  and occupational  
va lues  which i n  tu rn  influence l e v e l  of achievement motivation 
(Sewel 1 U, 1957) .  
The r e l a t i o n s h i p  between SES and a s p i r a t i o n s  has  been 
inves t iga ted  i n  many empirical  s t u d i e s  and t h e  Findings are 
f a i r l y  cons i s t en t .  Xaneen 6 McIntire (1989) examined t h e  
educa t iona l  and voca t iona l  a sp i ra t ions  of n igh  school s tuden t s  
i n  terms of family s t r u c t u r s  va r i ab les .  Respondents wear 
d iv ided  i n t o  four  SES q u a r t i l a s  ( l abe l l ed  lowest ,  second, 
t h i r d  and h ighes t ) .  The higher t h e  SES q u a r t i l e ,  t h e  h igher  
t h e  educa t ion  l e v e l  t o  whiah t h e  s t u d e n t  a sp i red .  For 
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example, 55.7% of those  s tuden t s  from t h e  lowest SES q u a r t i l e  
a sp i red  t o  l e s s  than  h igh  school compared t o  4.91 of t h e  
s t u d e n t s  f eomthe  h ighes t  SBS q u a r t i l e .  Students from low SES 
q u a r t i l e s  a l s o  tended t o  a s p i r e  t o  lower occupations i n  
comparison t o  t h e i r  pee r s .  Forty seven percent o f  lowest  SES 
q u a r t i l e  respondents a sp i red  t o  labourer p o s i t i o n s  compared t o  
7% of t h e  h ighes t  SES q u a r t i l e  respondents. Harvey & Kerin 
(1978) examined t h e  r e l a t i v e  influence of c h i l d r e n ' s  age and 
sEs ( as measured by fami ly  income) upon t h a  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n s  of 3rd and 8 th  g raders  randomly s e l e c t e d  t o  
r epresen t  an upper and lower income group st both grade 
l evs l s .  ch i ld ren  from t h e  lower SBS groups were much Dore 
p e s s i m i s t i c  i n  t h e i r  ou t looks  on personal  opportunity.  I n  t h e  
high sEs group, as ch i ld ren  aged, t h e i r  educa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n s  increased whereas an oppos i t e  t r end  was observed 
fo r  t h e  lower SES sample. "ighar income ch i ld ren  i n  t h e  
e igh th  grade rere more l i k e l y  t o  i d e n t i f y  higher education as 
a means t o  g e t  a j ab  than  lower SES ch i ld ren .  I n  a study by 
sewel l  (1957), da ta  gathered on 4617 high school 
s tuden t s  was analyzed t o  de te rn 'ne  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  family 
s o c i a l  s t a t u s  on l e v e l s  of educational  and occupational  
a s p i r a t i o n  when i n t e l l i g e n c e  i s  con t ro l l ed .  S o c i a l  s t a t u s  was 
measured by p r e s t i g e  o f  pa ren ta l  occupation. A p o s i t i v e  
r e l a t i o n s h i p  was found for  both sexes f o r  both educa t iona l  and 
occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s  suggesting t h a t  s o c i a l  s t a t u s  makes 
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an independent contribution to aspiration formation. 
Farmer (1985). in developing a model of career and 
aahievement motivation for men and women, investigated the 
relationship between aspirations and e number of background 
factors including social status. Results indicated that SEs 
had a direct and signficant positive relationship to the level 
of career aspiration for a sample of young men and women. .Es 
was a180 found to be signiiicantly related to the realistic 
aspirations of a sample of female high school students in a 
study by Burlin (1976). Bogie (1976) analyzed the extent of 
aspiration-expectation discrepancies amonghigh school seniors 
and found that other than sex, racial Elass was the strongest 
overall predictor of aspiration-expectation discrepancy. 
Aspiration-expectation discrepancies for both males and 
females varied inv~rsely with family sES. Discrepancies ware 
observed most often in females and males from high SBS 
backgrounds. In a study by ode11 (1988), SEs was correlated 
positively with the educational and occupational expectations 
of a sample of rural youth. Pranken's (1983) analysis of the 
relationship between sex-role expectations and sEs revealed 
that children from lower and lower middle clasees showed 
greater rax-typing then the middle and upper class children. 
Marjoribanke (1992a) reports that peroeption of family 
opportunity structures (a function of SES), whiah vary 
conriderably between families, account for a large amount of 
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variance in the occupational and educational aspirations of 
youth. Both Shapiro 6 Cmwley (1982) and Marini 6 Greenberger 
(1978) report that SES has a greater effect on the 
occupational aspirations of boys than girls. 
Parentsm Bducation Level and BmDloment statua 
soma researchers have found a positive relationship 
between the education level and employment status of parents 
and the aspirations of youth. In a study by Hesse-Biber 6 
Gosselin (1982), the lifestyle and career plans of ~oston 
college undergraduates were examined in terms of the 
influences of family background. Parents were a major 
influence on the aspirations of the sample with the same-sex 
parent being the most influential. Female students with 
fulltime working mothers were more likely to plan fulltime 
employment, expect to continue their education beyond college, 
aspire to nore prestigious careers and expect ouccess. Isaac 
U (1992) investigated the relationship between gender, 
parental education and undergraduates' decision to pursue 
advanced education. A strong and statietioally eignficant 
relationship was observed between the educational level of the 
same-sex parent and the child's aspirations. Hcsroorn ( 1 9 8 5 )  
examined the role of objective and subjective status 
characteristics of parents in detemining the status 
aspirations of youth. Objective status ~haracteristios such 
as parents* education or occupation were not as statistically 
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signfioant as the respondents' subjactive definition of 
parental status. For both genders, both subjective definition 
and mothers, employment status were significantly signficant, 
contrary to the same-sex modelling effect hypothesis. In a 
study by shapiro & crowley (198z), parents' educational 
attainment had a signficant positive relationship with the 
occupational status aspirations of youth. Mccartin 6 Meyer 
(1988) examined the influence of family variables on the 
postgraduate plans of adolescents (fulltima work or further 
education). In comparison to the etudenta who intended to 
pursue further education, students planning to work fulltime 
tended to be from families in which parents were in lowar 
etatus/lower paying jobs end had lowar education. Ode11 
(1988) analyzed the ralatlanships between the personal, 
educational and family characteristics of rural high school 
students and their educational and occupational expectations. 
Both parentso occupation and educational attainment were 
positively related to children's aspirations. 
Other researchers have focused their analysis of family 
ntruoture variables an0 aspirations on female adolescents. 
Burlin (1976) reports that "the literature supplies evidence 
that the educational lava1 and occupational status of a 
female's parents exert a strong influenee on her occupational 
choice" (p.99). This oon~lubion was SUPPOrtsd in the Burlin's 
(1976) own examination of the relationship of parental 
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education and naternal work status to the occupational 
aspirations of female 11th grade students. The studants' 
ideal and real aspirations ware categorized as innovative 
(occupations with fewer than 30% women). moderate (30%-50% 
women) and traditional (more than 50% women). The data 
revealed a aignfioant relationship between the girl's real 
occupational aspirations and father's education level. A 
mother's occupational status (that is, whether she was 
mployed in a traditional or nontraditional occupation) was 
6boWn to be a aignficant influencer of her daughter's real 
o~c~pational aspirations. Girls aspiring to traditional or 
nontraditional occupations were more likely to have mothers 
working in these same categories. A literature review by 
Auster 6 Auster (1981) reported that women choosing 
nontraditional occupations were likely to have a mother who 
works in a high profile nontraditional occupation and a father 
who aots as an achievement model and a Bource of occupational 
identity. 
The association between education level and employment 
status of parents and their children's aspirations has been 
attributed to several factors. The first Is tha role 
modelling effect (Isaac et, 1992; MoBroom, 1985; Shapiro & 
crowley, 1982).  or example, 1sae.c er (1992) report that 
although many fastors, such as finances and field of 
specification, may influence an individual's pursuit of 
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further education, "It is rignfioant, however, that role 
modelling is reflected in the child's educational aspirations: 
 he educational leva1 of the same-sex parant is related to the 
child's level of educational aspiration" (p.604). Other 
authors suggest that these variables are indicators of 
socioeconomic status (Burlin, 1976; shapiro & Crowley, 1982) 
and that family resources facilitate acquisition of education 
and training for higher status mcupations. 
Famil" si=e 
  he number of siblings is expected to have a negative 
impact upon aspirations as there is mote competition for 
available resources in large families. Hans*" & Mc1ntirevs 
(1989) analysis of the Hl.gh school and Beyond data revealed 
that the greater the number of siblings which high school 
students have, the lower were the educational and vocational 
aspirations. Children from smaller families lnore oftan 
expected to hold managerial and upper and lower professional 
jobs whereas their larger family peers expected to hold 
~lerical, craftsperson, homsmakee, labourer, military, 
operative , service or "not working" positions. In a study by 
Mccartin 6 neyar (1988). students who plannedto work fulltime 
upon graduation from high school as opposed to pursuing 
further education were most often from, families with a greater 
number of siblings. nocracken & Barcinas (1991) considered 
lower educational and occupational aspirations among rural 
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students in comparison to urban to be a function of family 
structure variables. For example, students living in rural 
areas tendsd to be from larger families than their urban 
counterparts. In shapiro k Crowley's (1982) analysis of the 
employment aspirations of youth aged 14-21, the number of 
siblings had a signficant negative relationship with 
aspirations for males only. Aurter & Anaterne (1981) profile 
of women choosing nontraditional careers based on a review of 
the literature suggests that such women are generally from 
%all families. 
B-RI or ranilv Btruature Variables 
Several family structure variables are believed to be 
associataa with the Mrmation of occupational aspiretions. 
SES has been shown to be positively related to aspirations as 
persons from high SES backgrounds tend to have high 
aspirations and those from low generally have low aspirations. 
The nature of this relationship has been attributed to the 
various ways in which SES affects one's career development. 
FOT example, SES is believed to influence the economic 
resources available for higher education and other career 
related pursuits, the type of role models in the immediate 
family, degree of opportunity for contaot with people in 
various occupations (through family, friends, travel, leisure 
activities), level of o~cupational awareness and knowledge, 
and educational and occupational values which influence level 
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of achievement motivation. 
AS is the case with SES, parentso education level and 
~mployment status is also positively related to children's 
educational and occupational aspirations. Researchers have 
shown that persons with parents who have low education levels 
and work in lower-end jobs in the labour market also tend to 
possess low aspirations. Youth with parents of low education 
and low levels of employment also tend to choose work as 
opposed to further eduoation after completing high school. 
The relationship between parent education and employment level 
and children's aspirations is particularly strong with the 
same-sex parent. For example, females with mothers who work 
fulltime are more likely to plan for fulltime employment and 
postsecondary training. Young women aspiring to traditional 
and nontraditional occupations are more likely to have mothers 
working in the same category. It is hypothesized that 
differences in ocoupational aspirations related to parents' 
education level and employment status are due to the role 
modelling effect and also that these variables are indicators 
of SES and availability of family resources to facilitate 
acquisition of education foe higher status jobs. 
The third family structure variable examined was family 
size. The larger the family, the greater oolapetition for 
available family resources. Consaquently, persons from large 
families tend to have lower aspirations than those from small 
8 1  
fami l i e s .  Youth from l a r g e r  f ami l i e s  a l s o  t end  t o  commence 
work a f t e r  completing high school as opposed t o  a v a i l i n g  of 
any t y p e  o f  p o s t  secondary t r a i n i n g .  
The l i t e r a t u r e  review t o  t h i ~  po in t  has fooused on 
d e f i n i t i o n s  of occupational  a s p i r a t i o n ,  t h e o r i e s  of a s p i r a t i o n  
formation and change, and t h e  va r ious  f a o t o r s  which in f luence  
t h e  development of a a p i r s t i o n s .  However, it i s  ev iden t  t h a t  
many youth have y e t  t o  develop an occupa t iona l  a s p i r a t i o n  even 
a t  the p o i n t  when they  l eave  echo01 p r i o r  t o  f u l f i l l i n g  h igh  
sohool g radua t ion  requirements. To conclude then ,  t h e  
following s e c t i o n  w i l l  exp lo re  t h e  notion of career indec i s ion  
or undaoidedness and career indes io iveness  and examine 
poss ib le  exp lana t ions  t o  account f o r  an ind iv idua l  l ack ing  en 
~ ~ ~ u p a t i o n a l  a s p i r a t i o n .  
Career Decision Hakin0 
Estimates of t h e  percentage o f  youth and young a d u l t s  who 
are undecided about a career r e v e a l s  t h a t  career indec i s ion  is 
a n a t u r a l  occurrence and a Eonrnon concern f o r  t h i s  group 
(salomone, 1982; s laney ,  1988). Reraarch i n  t h i s  area h a s  
focused on determining i f  and how career decided and career 
undecided d i f f e r  bu t  such resea rch  has  produced i n c o n s i s t e n t  
r e s u l t s .  One group of s t u d i e s  sugges t s  t h a t  t h e r e  are no 
c l e a r  or important  d i f f e r e n c e s  and t h a t  being undecided is a 
normal developmental s t a t e  which can be e a s i l y  r eso lved  
(Slaney. 1988).  The second group of s t u d i e s  r e p o r t s  t h a t  
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differences do exist, especially in terms of personality 
oharaoteristics (slaney, 1988). 1n support of the view that 
differences do exist between decided and undecided studants, 
Holland 6 Holland's (1977) study revealed that decided and 
undecided high school and college students differed in terms 
of their sense of identity and vocational maturity. Xinnier 
et (1990) suggested that undecided and decided students 
differ in terms of family-of-origin enmeshment. High degrees 
of enmeshment in families often results in a loss of 
independence, autonomy and experimentation among children 
(Becvar L Becvar, 1993). In Kinnier st al's (1991) study of 
undergraduate and graduate students, decided students were 
more individuated, that is, not from families characterized by 
enmeshed relationships. 
In an effort to account for there conflicting findings, 
many researchers have adopted the perspective that caroer 
indeoision encompasses two types of clients: the undecided and 
the indecisive (Butcher, 1982; Hartman m, 1385; Hartman & 
a, 198s; Holland 6 Holland, 1977; Salomone, 1982; slaney, 
1988). Undecided individuals, encountering a normal stage of 
development, would not differ from thelr peers who have 
reached a career decision. Such a form of developmental 
indecision is a minor concern whish can be dealt with using 
traditional career decision-making intervention strategies 
(Hartman a, 1985). The indecisive individual, however, is 
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perceivedto have p=rronal problems and internal conflicts of 
a pervasive nature which are more difficult to treat. 
Indecisive persons, oertainly representing a minority of those 
experiencing career indecision, would account for the 
differenoes reported by some researchers between decided and 
undecided youth. Indecisive clients, facing a more chronic 
form of career indecision, would require extensive counsallinq 
of a cmplex nature before the actual problem of career 
indecision can be addressed (Hartnan u, 1985). 
Butcher (1982) suggests that the underlying issue 
concerning career decidedness is the client's degree of 
"readiness" to participate in the career decision-naking 
prooeaa. The term readiness is defined as the individual's 
willingness to take charge of choosing directions and accept 
responsibility for potential consequences of personal 
decisions. It is generally equated with "career maturity", 
explained by Herr 6 Cramer (1992): 
It involves affective variables such as career planning, 
or planfulness, and career explorations, or curiosity. 
It also involves, among others, such cognitive 
chareaterintics as knowledge of the peinoiples of career 
decision making and ability to apply them to actual 
choicas; knowledge ofthe nature of careers, occupations. 
and the world of work; and knowledge of the field of work 
in which one's occupational preference falls. (p.212) 
Butcher (1982) recommends a differential diagnosis of the 
client's level of readiness as different interventions are 
needed in response to the readiness factor. The undeclded 
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s t u d e n t ' s  degree of r ead iness  r equ i res  counse l lo r s  t o  
in te rvene  a t  the  po in t  o f  choice,  providing i n f o r m t i o n  and 
o rea t ing  s t r u c t u r e  i n  a n  e f f o r t  t o  f a c i l i t a t e  t h e  oarear 
dec i s ion  making process.  The indec i s ive  s t u d e n t ' s  degree of 
read iness  would r e q u i r e  an i n i t i a l  removal of psychological  
and informational  b locks  t o  self-awareness be fo re  commencing 
t h e  career deoision-making process.  
Some resea rchers ,  ins tead  of d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  between t h e  
undecided and t h e  indec i s ive ,  propose a typology of undecided 
persons based on pe r sona l i ty  types (Holland 6 Holland,  1977; 
Lucas & Epperson, 1988, 1990). Resu l t s  of a s tudy  by Lucas & 
Bpperson (1988) sugges t  t h a t  undecided s t u d e n t s  can be  viewed 
as making up n u l t i p l e  subtypes,  d i f f e r i n g  i n  t e rms  of anx ie ty ,  
self-esteem, i n t e r e s t  i n  r e l a t ionsh ips ,  work and l e i s u r e  
a c t i v i t i e s ,  locus of c o n t r o l ,  perception of b a r r i e r s  , need 
f o r  voca t iona l  information and voca t iona l  i d e n t i t y .  Their  
examination of undecided s tuden t s  r e su l t ed  i n  t h e  emergence of 
f i v e  undecided c l u s t e r s  and these  f ind ings  were r e p l i c a t e d  i n  
a l a t e r  s tudy  by t h e  sane au thors  (Lucas & Epperson, 1990). 
Martin &&2 (1991) a l s o  suggest  t h a t  career indec i s ion  may be  
a "complex, m l t i d i m e n s i o n a l  cons t ruc tn  (p .  187) whose 
components have d i s t i n c t  antecedents and consequenoss. 
Various components era a l s o  d i f f e r e n t i a l l y  r e l a t e d  t o  core 
psychological  p rocesses  ( f o r  example, anx ie ty ,  depress ion ,  
coping e f f o r t s ,  i d e n t i t y  s t a t u s  and information processing 
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s t y l e s  (Martin -, 1991, p. 188) I .  
Career Ondecidedness 
There are many sound reasons why an ind iv idua l  may be 
undecided regard ing  s career choioe. Indec i s ion  may r e s u l t  
from a lack of i n f o m a t i o n  or knowledge needed i n  t h e  s o r t i n g  
through of a l t e r n a t i v e s  such as labour market demands, 
oocupational  d e s c r i p t i o n s  and requirements,  educa t iona l  
o p p o r t u n i t i e s  and job sea rch  s t r a t e g i e s .  Not enough 
information has been ga the red  t o  al low f o r  a sound and 
c o n f i n s n t d e c i r i o n  (Salonone, 1982). Other ind iv idua l s  may be 
unable t o  focus on a s p e c i f i c  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n  beosuse 
they have many a b i l i t i e s  and s k i l l s  and va r ied  i n t e r e s t s  
(salomona, 1982). Certain people may n o t  have developed 
decision-making s k i l l s  and are consequently unable t o  
implement t h e i r  self-concept through t h e  use oP a career 
decision-making process (Butcher, 1982).  Holland 6 Holland 
(1977) suggest  t h a t  a majori ty of s tuden t s  are undecided 
because they  don' t  view a dec i s ion  as necessary i n  t h e i r  l i v e s  
a t  p resen t .  Thus, being undecided i s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  a 
s tup id ,  uninformed or immature e t ra tegy :  " In  s h o r t ,  a l a rge  
proportion of undecided s tuden t s  a r e  doing what i n t e l l i g e n t  
a d u l t s  do - delaying some dec i s ions  u n t i l  r e a l i t y  a r r i v e s "  
(Holland L Holland, 1977, p.412). 
Career Indsa i s ivepess  
Indec i s ive  c l i e n t s  have d i i f i c u l t y  making career 
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dec i s ions  because they possess personal  q u a l i t i e s  which w i l l  
make them p s y o h o l q i o a l l y  incapable of r each ing  a d e c i s i o n a l  
s t a t e  of mind and t ak ing  a course of  a c t i o n  (Saloaone,  1982). 
I n  a study by Holland 6 Holland (1977). an a t t empt  was made t o  
c h a r a c t e r i z e  decided and undecided high school and co l l ege  
s tuden t s .  Indec i s iveness ,  ~ l a s b i f i e d  by t h e  au thors  as a Corm 
of indec i s ion  represen ted  those  ind iv idua l s  who had moderate 
t o  severe cares of immaturity, incompetency, anx ie ty  and 
a l i e n a t i o n .  Holland & Holland (1977) provide t h e  following 
comprehensive view of s t u d e n t s  wi th  indec i s ive  d i spos i t ions :  
The indec ie ive  d i s p o s i t i o n  ... is seen as t h e  outcone or 
a l i f e  h i s t o r y  i n  which a person h a s  f a i l e d  t o  acqu i re  
t h e  necessary c u l t u r a l  involvement, se l f -conf idence ,  
to le ranoe  f o r  ambiguity,  sense of i d e n t i t y ,  s s l f -  and 
environmental knowledge t o  cope with vooa t iona ldac i s ion-  
making as well  as with  o the r  conmon problems. Such 
people should b e  espec ia l ly  d i f f i c u l t  t o  he lp  because 
they  s u f f e r  from a complex c l u s t e r  o f  maladaptive 
a t t i t u d e s  and coping behaviors.  (p.  413) 
o t h e r  r e sea rchers  have s tud ied  t h e  a t t r i b u t e s  i d e n t i f i e d  
by Holland 6 Holland (1977) as c h a r a c t e r i z i n g  Farear 
indec i s iveness .  The development of a s e l f  and voca t iona l  
i d e n t i t y  dur ing  adolescence may r e s u l t  i n  i n t e r n a l  confusion,  
anx ie ty  and self-doubt.  Such ind iv idua l s  who l ack  a c l e a r  
Sense o f  i d e n t i t y  o f t e n  are  unable t o  make a voca t iona l  
d e c i s i o n  because they  are unc lea r  Where thay F i t  i n  soc ie ty  
(salomone, 1982). Tra i t - anx ie ty ,  hypothesized t o  be r e l a t e d  
t o  a poor s e l f - i d e n t i t y  and ex te rna l  locus  o f  con t ro l ,  may 
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result in a failure to use available resources to make a 
career decision (Hartnan g L &  1985). Thus, the presence of 
substantial and persistent anxiety nay immobilize and prevent 
indivi.duala from making career choices even though they may 
have acquired the self and environmental information necessary 
to make such a choice (Salonone, 1982). Herr 6 Craaer (1992) 
propose that "in indecisiveness, a generally dysfunctional 
personality orientation may cause such choice anxiety that an 
individual is rendered incapable of making a dacieion" 
(p.610). Butcher (1982) suggests that the indecisive client 
may have a poor self-concept, is externally controlled by 
others andlor is incapable of separating personal interests 
from those of signficant others. Brown P Brook (1991) refer 
to the indecisive client as one lacking "cognitive clarityl' 
defined as "the ability to objectively assess one's strengths 
and weaknesses and relate the assessment to environmental 
situations" (p.5). clients experiencing indecisiveness, 
unlike those experiencing indecision, are incapable of taking 
information about themselves, assimilating it into their ealf- 
concepts and applying the resulting self knowledge to their 
environment as they make choices. The authors provide e list 
of indicators found in the verbalizations of cliente that 
suggest cognitive clarity may be deficient. For example, 
nisinformation: "Only rich kids can go to that universityn; 
injunctions: nI1ve got to be a lawyer. My Dad's a lawyer, my 
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grandfather i s  a lawyer, and my brothers  and s i s t e r s  are 
lawyers. I t ' s  de f in i t e ly  expected"; stereotyping: "some 
people have suggested t h a t  I consider nursing but I just  
cannot see myself working with a l l  those women"; and low se l f -  
esteem re su l t i ng  i n  high unachievsble standards: "1 do well, 
but I always f e e l  bad because it just  never seem8 t o  be 
enough" (Brown P Brwk, 1991, p.41-49). Salonme (1982) 
a s s e r t s  t h a t  lsbel l ing young adults  under the age of 25 as 
indecisive i s  po t en t i a l l y  e serious mistaxe as youth develop 
vocat ional ly and otherwise a t  very d i f f e r en t  r a t e s .  
&msu 01 Career Deci~ion Haking 
It i s  not uncommon f o r  youth t o  be undecided with respect  
t o  t h e i r  careers and i n  f ac t ,  a s t a t e  of indecision represents  
a normal s tage of development which can be eas i l y  resolved. 
severalstudieshilveinvestigatedpossible differences between 
youth who are decided and those who are undecided and have 
been unsuccessful in  f inding consistent r e su l t s .  The few 
differences discovered have bean a t t r i bu t ed  t o  t h e  assumption 
t h a t  t he re  are actual ly two types of undecided c l i en t s :  t he  
undecided, a developmental s tage of indecision,  and the  
indecisive,  a more chronio form of career indecision. Career 
undeoidednesm or indecision nay be caused by a lack of 
information or knowledge i n  the so r t i ng  through of 
a l t e rna t ives ,  poor decision making s k i l l s ,  i nab i l i t y  t o  focus 
on a spec i f i c  occupational aspirat ion because of many 
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abilitiea. skills and interests, and/or the perception that a 
career decision is not necessary at present. Career 
indecisiveness, on the other hand, is related to personal 
problems and internal conflicts such as anxiety in making 
decisions, low self-esteem, external locus of contml, 
immaturity, feelings of alienation and failure to develop a 
self-identity. Career indacieiveness is s condition most 
colnmon among adults as opposed to youth. 
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a P T B R  3 - TKBORETICAL ERAMEWORK M HETRODOLO(IY 
Youtu Traneition into tuo Labour Harket IYTLII) study 
The data ueed to address the research questions oE this 
thesis were obtained from a longitudinal study entitled "Youth 
Transition into the Labour Market" (YTLM) (Spain &.,.&, 1987) 
aimed at investigating the transition of youth into the 
Newfoundland and Labrador labour market. The Y T m  project 
commenced in the spring of 1987 under the direction of Dr. 
William H. Spain and Dr. Dennis 6. Sharpe, FaoultY of 
Education, Memorial University of Newfoundland in consultation 
with the province's Department of Career Development and 
Advanced Studies. The project consisted of two parallel but 
interrelated studies which explored the nature of the 
transition of two groups of youth. One study eacused on early 
school leavers who dropped out of school between Easter 1987 
and Easter 1988. The other followed high school graduates who 
were enrolled in Level 3 (senior high school year) at the end 
of the 1988-89 academic year. The former cohort, which is the 
focus of this thesis, was surveyed on three occasions in 1988, 
1990 and 1992. 
The Y m  stlldy was designed to collect information about 
three general questions: 
(1) What is the nature of the transition of Newfoundland 
youth into the labour market, and what are the patterns 
of transition which relate to success and failure in 
transition? 
(2) What is the status of the individual with reapsct to 
(i) aspirations and work values; (ii) search skills; 
(iii) decision characteristics; (iv) job-holding skills; (v)  context factore; and (vi) job-related skills? 
(3) What changes take place through a transition stage in 
terns of: (i) aspirations and work values; (ii) search 
skills; (iii) decision characteristics; (iv) job-holding 
skills; (v) context factors; and (vi) job-related skills? 
(spain L Sharpe, 1990, p.v). 
~ a t s  colleotion Bunmary 
This thesis is a secondary analysis of the YTm project's 
longitudinal study of early school leavers. A detailed data 
collection sunwary can be found in Appendix A (reproduced with 
the authorss permission - Spain a, 1987). The original 
group of early eohool leavere who were surveyed in 1988 were 
identified with the assistance of sshools across the province 
of Newfoundland and the Department of Eduoation. Youth who 
left school betwean Easter 1987 end Easter 1988 were targeted. 
Information obtained from prinaipals' reports and student 
withdrawal farms from the Department of Eduoation resulted in 
the identification of 2109 early school laavers. An interview 
process was selected as the naana for data collection and an 
interview protoool was developed by the YTM project team in 
consultation with the Department of Education's Project 
Advisory Committee. In its later stages of development, the 
questionnaire was administered to a small sample of early 
echo~l lesvers as a field test of the instrument. ma 
finished product Was highly structured with a few open-ended 
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questions. Field interviewers, residing in the same areas as 
participating schools, administered the survey. of the 
originally identified group, 1274 (60.4%) wers interviewed 
during the first survey. 
The first follow-up survey was conducted in 1990, 
just over two years after the first set of interviews. This 
survey was directed at the sample interviewed in 1.988 and 
produced 1012 usable interviews representing 79.4% of the 
sample obtained for Survey One. The second follow-up survey 
was ~onduotsd in 1992 and resulted in 829 usable interviews. 
A total of 743 early school laavers, representing 58.3% of the 
first survey, were interviewed on all three occasions. 
pbtribution charlateristies ot s.mnle tor Current study 
The current study draws on data collected in each of the 
three YTLNsurveys of early school leavers (1988, 1990, 1992). 
Consequently, the sample consisted of only those early school 
leavers who were interviewed on all three occasions, resulting 
in a total of 743 subjects. The breakdown of the sample by 
gender and region of residence can be seen in 
Table 1. 
a%!X%z 
Female early school leavars comprised 38.0% of the sample 
with 282 respondents. Pour hundred and sixty one persons, 
62.01, were male. 
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Region of a-iQBPliD 
The region of residenoe distribution of the 743 early 
soh001 leavers was 75.5% rural (561 respondents) and 24.5% 
urban (182 subjects). Within the rural group of early school 
leavers, 339 were male (60.4%) and 222 were female (39.6%). 
Sixty-seven percent of the early school leavers residing in 
urban areas were male (122) and 33% were female (60). 
*he Denen-$rdpxmahonal AsDiration 
status ICkJ 
O c ~ ~ ~ a t i o n a l  as~iration in 198s 
m the first survey, which was conducted in 1988, 
respondents were asked to identify their five to ten year 
occupational aspirations. Responses were assignad 
occupational EMes taken from the Canadian Classificetion and 
Dictionary of occupations (CCDO) (Spain & Sharpe, 1990). The 
question in the 1988 survey raad as follows: 
"We have just been talking about what you think your life 
wid;g~~~b~ ,",; :nyytz :Feyeayse y m  any idea what 
29. a)  What kind of Work will you be doing?" (IERD, 1988, 
P.12). 
-2 
In 1992, as part of the third survey, the early 6cho01 
laavers were asked to identify their three year occupational 
aspirations. Responses were once again assigned CCDO 
occupational codes. The question in the 1992 survey raad as 
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fOllOlYS: 
"F3. What job do you think you will be doing in three 
years?" (CERD, 1992, p.16). 
p
In an effort to examine the nature of the change in the 
oacupational aspiration status of respondents in 1988 in 
relation to 1992, a new variable was created. This variable 
served as the. dependant variable far this study. when 
surveyed in 1988 and 1992, respondents either identified an 
0cc;upational aspiration (career decided) or they falled to 
express an occupational aspiration (career undecided). The 
variable, Change in Occupational Aspiration Status (CA), was 
caloulated based on the praranca or absence of an occupational 
aspiration at each survey time. An analysis of the 5-10 year 
aspirations expresaed by early school leavers in 1988 and the 
3 year aspirations identified by the same respondents in 1992 
created four subgroups belonging to the dependent variable of 
CA (see Table 2). Group MA (110 subjects) consisted of 
individuals who failed to indicate an occupational aspiration 
in both Survey 1 (1988) and survey 3 (1992). This group, 
which never had a career goal orientation, is referred to as 
having no aspirations (NA). Group Lb (113 subjects) did 
express an aspiration in survey 1 but did not in survey 3, and 
were considered to have lost ilspirations (-1. Those in ~ r o u p  
GA (182 subjeots) did not have an aspiration in Survey 1 but 
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did in Survey 3 and consequently gained aspirations (GA). 
Group MA (338 subjacts) expressed an aspiration in both 
surveys. Therefore, the early school leavers in Croup 4 
maintained aspirations (m) from 1988 to 1992. 
Inde~endent variables 
Een99I, 
The gender of each subject was taken from the 1988 
survey, Part I, Question 4, which asked for the sex of the 
interviewee (IERD, 1988, p.6). 
Resion of Residencp 
subjects were classified as rural or urban baaed on the 
location of the school in which they were registered at the 
tine of eohool leaving. The Newfoundland Department of 
Eduoation'e definition of rural and urban areas was employed. 
By thin definition, urban areas included census metropolitan 
and agglomeration areas and communities with a population of 
5000 01 over with all remaining areas classified as rural 
(Spain 6 Sharpe, 1990). 
pnulonaent merience 
Two neaaurer of the early school leavere' employment 
experience were collected: total months worked in 1989 and 
total months worked in 1991. There variables were created by 
the authors of the YTLH studies. 
mDlOVm.nt erne ienco 1989 IEMPB91, The total time 
worked in 1989 war computed from information provided by 
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question 37b of the seoond YTLM early school leaver survey in 
1990 (ImD, 1990, p.13). Subjects were asked to indicate if 
they had worked esoh menth of 1989, and to estimate the number 
of weeks worked. If a person checked three-four weeks, this 
was oansidered full employment for one month. A check of two- 
three weeks was oountad as one-half months of employment. The 
sum for each month gave the total number of months worked in 
1989. It was possible to have worked from 0 to 12 months 
(Spain et al. 1991). 
alovment emerienas 1991 IEMPPII, Respondents' work 
experience in 1991 was measured in survey 3 in 1992. ~uestion 
A1 of the third survey asked subjects to indicate their 
employment for each month of 1991 (CERD, 1992, p.1). It they 
Workvd thirty or more hours per week, they indicated fulltime 
employment. If they worked less than thirty hours per week, 
they indicated parttime employment for thst month. Fulltime 
counted as one month worked and parttima counted as on-halt 
month worked. The sum gave the fulltime equivalent, or total 
employment during 1991. It waa possible to have worked 0 to 
12 months (Spain, 1993). 
Eauoation srmerienoe 
TWO meaaurea of the early school leavarss education 
srperiance ware gathered: participation in sdusation/training 
in 1989 and participation in educationltraining in 1991. 
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muoation emerisnos 1989 IED891, The education 
experience of the early school leavers in 1989 was measured in 
survey 2 (1990). ~espandents who attended any form of 
upgrading or skills training, as measured by the following 
questions, were considered to have participated in education 
13. After you leave high achool you can take further 
school work to "upgrada'l. You can go back to high 
school, take Adult Basic Education courses, G.E.D., or 
B.T.S.D. I am going to ark you some questions about each 
of these courses. 
(i) Have you gone back to high school? 
(ii) Have you done A.B.E. (Adult Basic Education) 
program? 
(iii) Have you done G.E.D. (High school graduation 
equivalency) ? 
(iv) Have you done B.T.s.~.? (TERD, 1990, p.5-6). 
14. I Want YOU to think back over any other 
couraeslprogremes you may have taken since you left 
sohool. 
(i) From July 1988 - Deoember 1989, have you done 
any coursea[programmer? (IERD, 1990, p.6). 
B d ~ ~ a t i ~ n  e~~erienae 1991 IED911. survey 3 (1992) 
measured respondents' participation in an eduoational program 
in 1991. Question A1 of Survey 3 asked respondents to 
indicate if they were "at schoolltaking a coureeltraining" 
during each month of 1991 (CERD. 1992, p.1). 
PLlraeDti~n Of GOal-Bl0CL~9BB 
Early school leaverso perceptions of eight spesifia goal- 
blockages were selected as the other independent variables in 
this Study. Perceptions of employment barriers were meaeured 
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i n  survey 2 in  1990 (IERD, 1990, p.2). Respondents ware 
presented with a number of problems which youth might confronk 
i n  securing employment and asked t o  indicate whether each item 
was a problem f o r  them. The following provides an overview of 
t h a  actual question posed by interviewers t o  respondents from 
t h e  1990 survey in addition t o  t h e  or ig inal  variable namea 
assigned by tlle Current author t o  represent each employment 
barr ier  or goal-blockage. 
8. Most young people these days have .one problems in 
finding jobs. I am going t o  a rk  you about Bone of these 
problems. 
(a) Is it a problem t o  find a job you l ike?  
goal-blookase: "hard t o  f ind  a job I like" 
(b) Is it s problem for you t o  know how t o  go about 
looking f o r  a job? 
goal-blockage: "lack of job search ski l l s"  
l c )  Do you have a d ieabi l i ty  whish would cause problems 
in  looking for a job? 
goal-bloakage: "d isabi l i ty  employment barr ier"  
(d) I s  your age (being too young) a problem in finding 
a job? 
goal-blo~kaget "age employment barrier" 
(e) I s  it a problem for you t o  find money t o  t ravel / to  
look for work? 
goal-blockage: "nonay employment barrier" 
( f )  re not having enough erperienoa a problem for  you in 
finding a job you would take? 
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goal-blookags: "lack of experience" 
(9) Has the fact th;t you have not finished high school 
bean a problem in finding a jab you would take? 
goal-blookag.: 'no high school diploma" 
(h) ,Has "jobs being scarce" been a problem for you in 
gettzng work? 
goal-bloolagei "lack of jobs" 
Stat i s t ica l  Analysis 
Hypothesis 1: A three-way crosstabulation of CA, gender 
and region of residenoe was constructed and was the basis for 
log-linear analysis to investigate the significanca of the 
relationship of these three variables. 
Hypotheses 2 and 3: The variables EMP89 and BMP91 were 
E O ~ ~ ~ ~ U O U S  and were the dependent variables in a three-way 
ANOVA with CA, gender and region of residence as independent 
variables. 
Hypotheses 4, 5 and 6: Four-way ~rosstabulations of 
ED89, ED91 and perceptions of goal-blockages with CA, gender 
and region of residence were constructed as the basis for log- 
linear analysis. In this procedure, the interastione of 
education experience and perceptions of goal-blookages were of 
most interest, SO attention focuses on these in the reports 
and in same of the tabulated resulte. 
CHAPTER I - RESULTS AUD D1SC118810H 
Introduation 
This  chapter c o n s i s t s  of a n  examination of t h e  s i x  
hypotheses analyzed i n  t h e  cur ren t  study. lor  each 
hypothesis,  r e s u l t s  of t h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  ana lys i s  procedures,  as 
out l ined  i n  chapter t h r e e ,  w i l l  be presented.  Tables 
aontaining ac tua l  r e s u l t s  can be found i n  t h e  appendix and are 
re fe renced  throughout t h e  chapter.  
IlypMhesir 81 
There i s  no r e l a t i o n s h i p  between ohange i n  oooupatienal 
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u e  and e i t h e r  gender or  region or resideno. or 
e a r l y  sohool leavers.  
There were two reasons f o r  inves t iga t ing  t h i s  hypothesis.  
The first was t o  ob ta in  an understanding of t h e  sample's  
oareer decidedness, ind ica ted  by t h e  expression of  an 
occupational aep i ra t ion ,  a t  t h e  beginning and end of the  
Period.  I h e  second was t o  ge t  a sense of t h e  way t h e  aample's  
occupational a s p i r a t i o n s  changed over the  f i v e  year  span. In  
Table 3, it can be seen t h a t  while the  major i ty  of persons 
(60.7%) d i d  express occupational asp i ra t ions  r i g h t  a f t e r  
s ~ h o o 1  leaving i n  survey One, l a rge  numbers did  no t .  At t h a t  
t ime, career undecidedness war most p reva len t  amongst ea r ly  
school l eavere  res id ing  i n  r u r a l  areas end amongst females. 
Although t h e r e  was a general  inc rease  i n  career dscidednees 
1 0 4  
from the initial survey, 30.0% failed to express an 
ocoupetional aspiration in Survey Three and were thus 
undecided five years after leaving school. A s  was evident in 
1988, fewer rural, end especially rural women, than urban 
persona expressed occupational aspirations. Females in 
general were less likely to be career decided than males. 
An examination of the change in occupational aspiration 
statue (CAI, based on levels of career decidedness in 1988 and 
1992, revealed aignfioant region of residenoe and gender 
differences (nee Table 4). The first change status group 
oontaincd those reapondents who had no aspirations at either 
survey (NA). In general, significantly more rural persons 
(16 .2%)  then urban ( 1 0 . 4 % )  and significantly more females 
(23 .0%)  than males ( 9 . 8 % )  had not developed aspirations. 
Persons who lost their aspirations (LA) were represented 
in the second change status group. Losses in aspirations were 
more evident among rural early school leavers (17 .6%)  than 
urban (7 .7%) .  In considering both gander and region of 
residence. 17.6% of rural fernalas conparad to 5.0% of urban 
females lost aspirations while 17.7% of rural males compared 
to 9 . 0 %  of urban males lost aspirations. 
The third change status group were those individuals who 
gained aspiration (GA) .  ~ a i n a  in aspiration were most 
apparent amongst women, with 28.7% of females gaining 
aspirations contrasted to 2 1 . 9 1  of males. Thirty percent of 
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urban fenales gained aspiration, compared to 18.0% of their 
male peers. A larger percent of rural females (28.4%) gained 
aspirations than rural males (23.3%). 
Those early sohool leavers who maintained aspirations 
(MA) from 1988 to 1992, were included in the final change 
status group. Males (52.9%) were mare likmly to maintain 
aspirations then females (33.3%). Respondents living in urban 
areas were more likely to maintain aspirations (59.9%) than 
rural residents (40.80). 
Hypothesis 12 
There is no relationship batreen .hang. in ocaupetional 
aspiration status, the 1989 emplofnsnt axperiencs or early 
school leavels an4 either gsn4.r or region or residenee of 
early ~ohool leave==. 
A statistically significant relationship was found 
between the early school leaverev employment experience in 
1989 and CA (see Table 5). Those respondents with no 
aspirations (NA) both in 1988 or 1992 worked significantly 
fewer months (mcan-3.76) than those who lost aspirationti (LA) 
(mean-4.85), or gained aspirations (GA) (mean=5.04). All 
three groups (NA, LA, GA) worked significantly less than those 
who maintained aspirations (MA) (nean-6.2a). 
An examination of gender and region of residence 
differences in 1989 work experience revealad that men workad 
significantly longer during this period than women and rural 
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res idents  worked significantly less  than urban. However, as 
indicated by an ANOVA, there  were no s igni f icant  in terac t ions  
of cr, gender and region of residence in  r e l a t i o n  t o  work 
experience in  1989. 
Hypothesis W 
There is no relationship batreen change i n  oosupational 
..piration atatus, t h e  1991 nploynsnt experienos and e i ther  
gender or region of residenee of early sehool leavrtrs. 
An ANOVA showed tha t  the three-way in terac t ion  of CA, 
gender and region of residence was significant with respect t o  
t h e  t o t a l  months worked in  1991. These findings a r e  in  Table 
6. When considering the subgroup consisting of r u r a l  males. 
differences existed between those who did not express an 
aspi ra t ion  a t  e i ther  survey and each of t h e  t h r e e  other 
groups. Rural males with no aspirations worked s igni f icant ly  
fewer months i n  1991 (mean-3.30) than the  rn (maan-5.56). GA 
(mean-6.21) or MA (mean=6.25) s ta tus  groups. Like rura l  
males, females residing i n  rura l  regions who maintained 
aspi ra t ions  worked s igni f icant ly  more months in  1991 
(mean-5.42) than t h e i r  peera who lacked aspi ra t ions  
(mean=2.66). The former group a lso  worked s igni f ioant ly  Inore 
months in 1991 than those who gained an aspi ra t ion  
(mean-3.49). 
Urban males who l o s t  aspirations worked fewer months in  
1991 (6.01 than a l l  t h e  other s t a t u s  groups (about 7.0 
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months). There were also differences within the urban females 
subgroup. Female early school leavers living in urban areas 
with no aspirations had significantly less work experience in 
1991 (lpean=0.57 months) conpared to those who either 
maintained aspirations (mean=5.34nonths) or gained arpiration 
(mean=5.72 months). 
nwotheses #I and t 3  
The eecond and third hypotheses examined the relationship 
batwaen the early school leavers' length of employment 
experience and their occupational aspiration status. The 
analysis of this relationship indicated that CA depended 
signifirantly on work experience. In general, persons with 
the longest work experience maintained aspirations. Persons 
with the nhortest experience did not develop aspiratione. 
Individuals with varying levels of experience in between 
either gained or lostaapirations. The pattern suggeatedthat 
the initial aspiration is important in setting a cycle a€ 
success. Individuals with no initial aspiration followed by 
little work exparience remained career undecided. However, 
those early school leavers with no rarly aspirations who 
enjoyed employment success tended to develop aspirations. 
Individuals who initially had aspirations but axparienced lees 
success in the labour market than their peers, lost 
aspirations, even though their success was considerable in 
comparison to those who never developed aspirations at all. 
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Those individuals who expressed an early aspiration and who 
secured longer periods of labour foroe attachment tended t o  
experiense greater levels of career decidedness i n  t h e  foldi of 
maintaining an aspiration. 
Rypethesia #4 
There i s  no relationship betwean Dhaage i n  occupational 
aspi ra t ion  status, the 1989 eduostion expeeienae of ear ly  
school leavers an# ei ther  gender o r  region of reaidenoe of 
ear ly  -0ho01 lea-,-rs. 
A loglinear analysis generated a model comprised of t h e  
f ive  possible two-way e f f e c t s  between CA, par t ic ipa t ion  i n  
education i n  1989, gender and region of residenoe. None of 
the  thrae  or four way in terac t ive  ef fec ts  were s igni f icant .  
Thers was a s igni f icant  ralationship between CA and 
par t ic ipa t ion  in  education immediately following school 
leaving; however, t h i s  e f f e c t  was independent of any influence 
of gender or region of residence. I n  general, persons who 
maintainad the i r  aspirations (46.7%) were much more l i k e l y  t o  
have attended some form of educationjtraining than persons i n  
any of the three other categories (26 .4% t o  30.6%). 
It is t o  be noted t h a t  in  1989, gender and region M 
residence were independently related t o  par t ic ipa t ion  i n  
education as reported elsewhere (Spain, 1991).  Females 
(40.8%) participated more frequently than males (34.3%).  
Urban residents (50.01) participated more frequently than 
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rural (32.4%). 
Hypothesis l5 
There is no relationship betwaen ohange in ocoupational 
aspiration status, 1991 edu~ation experience and either gender 
or region of residence of early nahool leavera. 
As shown in Table 8, loglinear analysis failed to 
generate a model that included a riqniicant interaction of CA 
with participation in education in 1991. The sole independent 
determinants of 1991 educational experience appe.red to be 
gander and region of residence. 
Hypothesis t 6  
There is no relationship between change in ooaupational 
aspiration status, the peroeption or specifio goal-blookages 
to obtaining employment inoludingr 
hard to find a job I like 
lack of job Bearah .kills 
disability employpant barrier 
age employment barrier 
money amploylest barrise 
lac1 Of Work expa~.ien~. 
no high sohool aiplom 
laak of jobs 
and either gender or region of residence of early .shoo1 
leaver8. 
It was discovered that CA was related to the perception 
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of goal-blockages or barr iers  t o  the attainment of 
occupational aspirations. Table 9 provides a breakdown of CA 
by perception of each individual gaal-blockage. I n  general,  
fewer of those perceiving a goal-blockage maintained t h e i r  
aspirations. mong those perceiving goal-blockages, the  
tendency t o  have had no aspirations was greater than i f  no 
blockages were perceived. This pattern suggests t h a t  t h e  
perception of a barrier r e s u l t s  i n  individuals e i t h e r  
remaining undecided with respect t o  a career or losing focus 
and career  direction. some goal-bloclagea were perceived lnore 
frequently than others, even by those who gained and 
maintained aspirations, but not a l l  were related t o  aspi ra t ion  
change. 
, Log-linear analysis o f t h e  relationship between ahanga in 
occupational aspiration s ta tus ,  perception of goal-blockages, 
grnder and region of residence f a i l e d  t o  reveal s igni f icant  
three and four way effects.  In  some cases, it was found t h a t  
the perception of blockages was independently associated with 
gender and region of residence. These effects,  however, were 
unrelated t o  change in  occupational aspiration s ta tus .  
uax4 t o  Find a Job I Like: 
Of a l l  school leavers, 64.3% perceived t h i s  as a problem. 
s igni f icant ly  more early school leavers who indicated t h a t  it 
was hard t o  f ind  a job they liked e i t h e r  had no aspi ra t ions  or 
l o s t  aspi ra t ions  i n  comparison t o  those respondents who did 
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not  pe rce ive  t h i s  problem. A g r e a t e r  proportion o f  those  who 
d i d  n o t  b e l i e v e  t h a t  it was hard t o  f ind  a job they l iked  
tended t o  main ta in  asp i ra t ions .  The  r e l a t i o n s h i p  was not 
s i g n f i c a n t  when gender and region of r e s idence  were fac to red  
i n t o  t h e  a n a l y s i s  e i t h e r  s e p a r a t e l y  o r  in combination. 
However, t h e r e  was a t r end  among male e a r l y  school l eavera  
and r u e a l  e a r l y  school leavera who perceived t h i s  goal-  
blockage as a problem t o  e i t h e r  have n o  a s p i r a t i o n s  o r  be l e s s  
l i k e l y  t o  main ta in  asp i ra t ions .  
Lsok of Job eearoh Ski l l s :  
Ear ly  schoo l  l eavers  who perceived t h e i r  lack of job 
sea rch  s k i l l s  as a goal-blockage maintained asp i ra t ions  l e s s  
o f t en  than  t h o s e  who d i d  not. Ins tead ,  t h e r e  was a g r e a t e r  
l i k s l i h o o d  t h a t  they would have n o  a s p i r a t i o n s  a t  a l l .  
al though some tended t o  gain a s p i r a t i o n s .  It i s  important  t o  
note t h a t  a l though  t h i s  r e l a t i o n s h i p  was s i g n i f i c a n t ,  a lack 
of job  s e a r c h  s k i l l s  was perceived by only 25.5% of  t h e  
sample. N o  s i g n f i c a n t  e f f e c t s  r e l a t e d  to gender or reg ion  of 
r e s idence  ware observed, e i t h e r  independently or i n  
con junc t ion  wi th  a. 
D i s a b i l i t y  Employment Barriert 
Raspondents Who believed t h a t  t h e y  had a d i s a b i l i t y  whish 
c r e a t e d  a goal-blockage were more l i k e l y  t o  have no 
a s p i r a t i o n s  and l e s s  l i k e l y  t o  main ta in  a s p i r a t i o n s  i n  
comparison t o  those  who d id  not  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  a pe r sona l  
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d i s a b i l i t y  was an employment b a r r i e r .  There were no 
e ignf ican t  e f f e c t s  r e l a ted  t o  gender or region of residence.  
only a s m a l l  percentage of t h e  sample (5.5%) perceived a 
personal  d i s a b i l i t y  as a goal-blockage. 
a g e  Employment Barrier 
The r e l a t i o n s h i p  betveen occupa t iona l  a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s  
and a g e  as a n  employment b a r r i e r  was n o t  s i g n i f i o a n t ,  and was 
perceived by  only 13.2% of t h e  sample. 
noney Employment E a r r i a r  
  he re la t ionsh ip  between t h e  e a r l y  school l eavars '  s t a t u s  
of occupa t iona l  a sp i ra t ion  and the  pe rcep t ion  o f  money an a 
b a r r i e r  t o  employment (as ind ica ted  by 46.1% o f  t h e  sample) 
was n o t  s i g n f i c a n t .  
Laok of mper ienoe  Employment B a r r i e r  
The employment b a r r i e r  o f  l a c k  of experience d i d  n o t  
prove t o  b e  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  r e l a t e d  t o  the  occupa t iona l  
a s p i r a t i o n  s t a t u s  of t h e  sample o f  e a r l y  school l eavar r .  
However, it was t h e  n o s t  commonly pe rce ived  problem (69.5%) 
and its percep t ion  was s i g n i f i c a n t l y  r e l a t e d  t o  gender. 
No n i g h  soh001 Diploma Employment Bar r i e r  
Approximately one-half (49.3%) of t h e  school l e a v e r s  saw 
t h l s  as a problenl f o r  then. Of t h o s e  perceiving it as a 
problem, t h e r e  was a tendency t o  have  had no a s p i r a t i o n s  and 
they were l e s s  l i k e l y  t o  have maintained t h e i r  a sp i ra t ions .  
some who perceived the  goal-blockage tended t o  g a i n  
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a s p i r a t i o n s .  There were no s ignf ican t  e f f e c t s  associated wi th  
gender or r e g i o n  of residence.  
molt of JOBS Bmploynent Barr ie r  
This problem was perceived ve ry  f requen t ly ,  by 68.9% of  
t h e  sample. Ear ly  school leavers who viewed poor economic 
00nd i t ions  and t h e  r e s u l t i n g  lack of jobs as a problem were 
more l i k e l y  t o  lose asp i ra t ions  and l e s s  l i k e l y  t o  maintain 
a s p i r a t i o n s  when compared t o  those  respondents who did no t .  
The  tendency f o r  tnem was t o  have l o s t  t h a i r  a sp i ra t ions .  
When t h e  v a r i a b l e  of gender was examined i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  t h e r e  
two  va r iab les ,  M e  re la t ionsh ip  was s i g n f i c a n t .  Those males 
who viewed a l a c k  of jabs as a b a r r i e r  t o  employment were more 
l i k e l y  t o  l o s e  a s p i r a t i o n s  and less l i k e l y  t o  maintain 
a s p i r a t i o n s ,  i n  oomparison t o  females. When exploring reg ion  
o f  residence,  as with  t h e  males, more r u r a l  respondents who 
ind ica ted  t h a t  the unava i l ab i l i ty  of jobs  was a problem tended 
t o  lose a s p i r a t i o n s  and fewer tended t o  g a i n  a s p i r a t i o n s ,  
al though t h e  e f f e c t  wne n o t  s i g n i f i c a n t .  
CEAPTER 5 - SIllMRRl AND RECOUUEIPDATIONB 
Intz~duction 
This chapter commencer with a diacusrion of the study's 
findings. Profiles of the four CA groups are provided to 
show how changes in career decidedness are related to the 
variables of gender, region or residence, employment and 
education experience and the perception of goal-blockages. A 
~oapariron of the .our groups in relation to these variables 
is presented. Program interventions aimed at facilitating the 
formation of oc~upational aspirations among youth end 
increasing their levels of caraer decidednsss ara explored. 
Pinally, the chapter conoludes with several re, .~nmsndationr 
for further research to build an the findings of the current 
study. 
Profileo O€ lour CA Groups 
An analysis of the occupational aspirations of early 
sohool leaverr in 1988 and 1992 produced four groups (a) 
which reflected changes in the career decidedness of the 
respondents. The first group consisted of those who had no 
aspirations (NA) either at the tine of school leaving or in 
1992. The second group did have occupational aspirations in 
1988 but lost aspirations (WL) during the four year period 
after school leaving. Group three, although undecided at 
school leaving, expressed an occupational aspiration in 1992 
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and thus gained aspirations (GA). Early school leavers in 
group four were career deoided et both survey times, having 
maintained aspirations (MA) over the four year span. 
The CA groups differed significantly in terms of gender, 
region of residence, employment experience (1989 and 1991). 
aducation experience (1989) and perception of goal-blockages. 
The following profiles describe each group with respect to 
these independent variables. 
G ~ O Y D  1 - Uo As~irations 1UAI 
Respondents in this group tended to be female and to 
reside in rural areas of the province. They experienced the 
lowest amounts of employment (average of 3.76 months in 1989 
and 3.43 months in 1991) and were the least likely to have 
attended some form of education or training during the year 
following school leaving (26.41). These early schwl leaverb 
perceived four goal-blockages: (1) hard to find a jab I like; 
(2) 1aok of job search skills; (3) disability employnent 
barrier; and (4) na high school diploma. In comparison to 
the other groups, they were less likely to psroeiva lack of 
jobs as a goal-blockaga. 
G- 
similar numbers of malee and females were represented in 
this group, however, respondents were more likely to reside in 
rural regions. Their levels of employment experiences were 
moderate (4.85 months in 1989 and 5.04 in 1991), although 
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their participation in an educational program was low (30.1%). 
  he group perceived two goal-blockages: (1) hard to find a job 
I like; and ( a )  lack of jabs. 
Groun 3 - ~ained as~irations tGA) 
There was a concentration of females in this group, 
residing in both rural and urban areas. Employment experience 
was moderate with an average of 5.04 months worked in 1989 and 
5.64 months worked in 1991. Attendance in some form of 
schooling in 1989 war low (28.6%). Individuals tended to 
perceive two goal-blockages: (1) lack of job oeamh skills; 
and (2) no high school diploma. 
F-L 
Early schwl leevers in this group tended to be male and 
for the moat part, they resided in urban centres. They 
experienced greater amounts of labour market suosess than any 
of the other groups (6.28 months in 1989 and 5.98 months in 
1991). They were also moat likely to have attended some form 
of schooling (46.7%). In general, these respondents perceived 
goal-blockaqes less frequently than any of the other groups. 
Diaaussion of nesearsh Findings 
In order to propose interventions aimed at facilitating 
aspiration formation end increasing the career decidedness of 
ymth, a greater understanding is needed of the differences 
between the four CA groups. Of the early school laavers who 
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ware undecided in 1988, why did some remain undecided over the 
four year period whereas others formed occupational 
aspirations? Df those who expressed an occupational 
aspiration during the initial survey, why did some maintain a 
level of career decidedness whereas others lost focus and 
became undecided? An examination of each group individually 
and in relation to the others with respect to gender, region 
of residence, eloployment and education experience and 
perception of goal-blockages, provides some plausible 
explanations for these findings. 
An examination of the relationship between career 
decidedness and employment experience yielded some interesting 
results. In general, those early school laavers in the MA 
group, who were career decided at both survey times. 
experienced the moat labour market success. Youth in the NA 
group, who were undecided in both 1988 and 1992, experienced 
the lowest levels of work experience. The LA and GA groups 
had moderata levalr of employment. The longer duration of 
employment experienced by the WA group nay be due to the 
tendency of this group to reside in urban areas. It would be 
expected that the availability of work is greater in urban 
areas in comparison to rural, where the majority of the 
respondents with the least work experience, the NA group, 
residcd. 
There was little tendency, however, for the NA group to 
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have perceived a lack of jobs as a goal-blockage, suggesting 
that their little work experience nay be attributable to other 
factors. It is possible that the actual number of jobs 
available were not the concern. Perhaps it was the nature of 
the particular job opportunities. The NA group expressed 
difficultly in finding work they liked, indicative of the 
often limited job opportunities in rural economies. In these 
areas, jobs are generally concentrated in traditional resource 
based industries and are seasonal in nature. Government 
subsidy programs aimad at creating employment opportunity in 
these areas are often classified as "makework" initiatives 
which provide little meaning and self-relevancs for the 
individual. 
The nore diverse job opportunities are, the greater 
likelihood that youth will be able to secure employment 
aaeosiatedwith thescripts oftheir occupational aspirations. 
Securing self-relevant work nay serve as a validation of 
one's occupational aspiration thus making the aspiration more 
resistant to change. The likelihood of maintaining that 
aspiration is therefore increased. For. the IIA group, their 
success in the more prosperous urban labour market, nay have 
helped to set their aspirations in reality. The Id group, 
whose rural residence may have restricted opportunity, 
experienced significantly less labour market success. These 
early school leavers believed that there were few jobs 
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available and that it was difficult to find a job they liked. 
consequently, these individuals nay not have perceived 
themselves as moving toward achieving their personal goals. 
Because an aspiration is a future self, it is vulnerable to 
change. Lack of employment experience related to that 
aspiration may have resulted in an extreme change - a n  aotual 
loss of aspiration. The NAgroup, due to their undecidednesa, 
would be unlikely to paroeive much sself-relevance in their 
employment experiences. This may result in a lack of 
motivation to work, restricting job opportunity from a 
personal perspective. 
Accessibility from a personal as opposed to economic 
perspective may also be an important factor when considering 
the low employment experience of these undecidad early school 
laavers. Perhaps the job opportunities existed but due to 
personal reasons, the individual was not in a poritim to 
accept them. The significantly large number of females in the 
NA group makes family respenribilitias such as childcare and 
eldercare one potential barrier to taking advantage of 
opportunities available locally. Their family 
responsibilities may also limit their mobility and restrict 
individuals from pursuing options outside thair immediate 
area. 
Personal values and those of significant others may also 
have an impact on the employment experience of the NA 
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respondents, who tend t o  be N r a l  females. Perhaps these 
young women were residing in  rural areas where t h e  t radi t ional  
ro le  of women was reinforced. This belief t h a t  women should 
play a t radi t ional  r o l e  may resul t  in a lack of support from 
s igni f icant  others t o  pursue employment or education 
in i t ia t ives .  I t  i s  a l s o  poss ib le that  the  early school leavar 
had internalized such values and consequently d i d  not perceive 
work as a career al ternat ive .  Instead, in  response t o  t h e  
expectations of others, she would focus on caregiver, spousal 
and parental roles. This l i f e s t y l e  may be ref lec ted  in the 
respondents' source of income which may indica te  a dependency 
on another individual or government income support programs. 
Differences in  employment exprrienoe nay a lso  be 
at t r ibuted  t o  t h e  perception of goal-blockages. Those early 
School leavers who had the grea tes t  amount of work experience 
(HA) perceived t h e  fewest obstacles t o  t h e  attainment of t h e i r  
occupational goals. each of the  other three  cA groups 
perceived goal-blockages. Perceiving one's s i t u a t i o n  i n  a 
negative manner may r e s u l t  i n  decreased levels  of ]notivation 
and subsequent changes in behavior such as reduced job search 
ef for ts .  Respondents in both the  GA and NA groups indicated 
a lack of confidence i n  job search s k i l l s  which in  addition t o  
lowering motivation t o  engage i n  s job search, may have 
influenced the effectiveness of the  job search conducted. 
Both iaCtorS may be re la ted  t o  low employment experience. 
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The type of goal-blockage perceived may also influence 
enplownt experience. The goal-blockages examined in this 
study can be categorized as internal and related to the self 
such as lack of job search skills, or external 'boundary 
conditions' (Russell et (1992) such aa lack of jobs. The 
Gl\ group, 6lthough undecided in 1988, formed an occupational 
aspiration during the time period felloving soh001 leaving. 
In comparison to thelr peers who remained undecided, these 
early school leaMTS tended to have more work experience in 
both 1989 and 1991. Perhaps the most evident difference was 
in the perception of goal-blockages. The Oh group perceived 
two goal-blockages: lack of job search skills and no high 
school diploma. Both of these goal-blockagas are related to 
the self and it is within the control of the individual to 
change or ameliorate the situation, for example, through 
participation in an appropriate training program. 
This study also provided insight into the role of 
education in influencing career decidedness. Larger numbers 
in the MA group partioipated in some f o m  of education or 
training. It is possible that their participation was 
notivated by their initial aspiration at the time of school 
leaving. However, not all of these who were decided when they 
left sohwlreturned for further education, and =me of those 
who returned to school lost their aspiration despite 
attendance. The urban character of the MR group suggests that 
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this group may have had greater opportunity for edusation. In 
urban areas, there is generally more schools and a greater 
variety of programs from which to choose. Many of there urban 
youth can reside at hone while attending school and avail of 
parttime work as a means of inoome support. Consequently, 
attending school is not as great a parsonal or financial 
challenge as it would be for their rural pears who may need to 
relocate, incur additional living expanses, and adjust to a 
new lifestyle. 
Accassibility to e diverse offering of educational 
programs may have increased accessibility to an educational 
experience that was self-relevant in terms of the 
applicability of the training to work opportunity, which was 
not only limited in rural areas, but probably required leas 
training. The LA group had lase educational experience and 
tended to be rural. The impact of this affectad male and 
female alike. Early school leavers tend to aseociate the 
relevallce of education with work opportunity. If work 
opportunity is limited, and tends not to require education. 
then a key element might be the perception of the labour 
market. This group saw it to be nore limiting from a personal 
interest perspective than other groups. This perception would 
have diminished the impact of educational experiences on the 
aspirations and career decidedness of the LA group. This 
group may have perceived difficulty in finding a job they 
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liked because of an inaccurate peroeption of the labour market 
or too narrow a focus due to restricted mobility. They may 
a180 lack self-awareness and an understanding of the career 
decision making procerr and the neceesity for conpromise ammg 
various factors. 
An interesting problem lies within the NA and GA groups, 
who left school with no aspirations. Why did eon@ of then go 
to ~chool, and why did some of them gain aspiration? One 
explanation for their attendance was that education provided 
income support, espcially where dependent care was involved. 
The researoh leaves unanswered the question of when the 
aspiration developed. It could be that the GA group developed 
aspiration at a m  point after school leaving for some other 
reason, and this is what influenced the decision to attend 
school. One possible explanation might be that females were 
more likely than males to acquire signficant family 
responsibilities (spain &&, 1991). Perceiving oneself as 
responsible for the upbringing of a child could have resulted 
in a sense of urqsncy tq form an aspiration as a means of 
caring for the child. Thin could have led to changee in 
decidedness. 
Perception of goal-bla-kages nay also play a role in 
education experience. Early school leavera with the most 
education experience, the GA group, were leas likely to 
perceive barriers. This positive outlook quits possibly 
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increased motivation and influenced career related behavior 
such as exploring training programs. The GA group were people 
who perceived blocYages in terms of the self. Both barriers 
which they perceived could have been surmounted through 
participation in an appropriate training program such as job 
search skills training or an upgrading program. The Id group 
were less likely to perceive lack of education to be a problem 
than did the GA group and thus pernaps they were ale0 leas 
likely to benefit in terms or changes in career decidedness. 
Aqain, the nature of the educational exparienoe and the 
purpose for participating is important. 
Prom this, it follows that when examining the 
relationship between CA and both employment and education 
experience, it is useful to consider the oarear decidedness of 
respondents when they left high school. Onupational 
aspirations are significant motivators of behavior as they 
provide individuals with a personally relevant goal to work 
toward. For those individuals who lacked aspiration, 
employment or educational initiatives would quite porslbly 
have lacked self-relevancy. Working or attending school was 
perhepa viewed as serving some shortterm goal as opposed to a 
means of achieving a longterm goal. This may have effected 
the individual's motivation to engage in job or education 
search initiatives. For example consider two early school 
leavers attending an upgrading program, one has an 
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occupational aspiration whereas the other does not. For the 
person who is decided, attaining high school equivalency is an 
integral step in the script associated with her occupational 
aspiration. Suecesafully completing this upgrading program is 
a prerequisite for entering the port secondary training 
program of her choice. For the person who is undecided, 
attending an upgrading program has little self-relevancy. 
Motives for attending could be one of many such as providing 
the individual with something to do or a m a n e  of incone 
support. 
The MA group who experienced the highest levels of 
emplopent and education experience, were decided at school 
leaving and hence had a goal to work toward. This decidedness 
may have inoreased individualsq readiness to engage in career 
related behavior such as job or education searches. If these 
aspirations were well developed with an elaborate ecript, 
these individuals would also be more capable of attaining 
their goals. Because they tended to live in urban areas where 
there are more job opportunities, more educational programs 
and more career support services, the supports existed to 
facilitate the implementation of these scripts. A s  
individuals commence the realiiatlon of the script associated 
with their occupational aspirations, the future salt or goal 
becomes more set in reality and hence more resistant to 
change. Consequently, this group was more successful at 
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remaining career decided by maintaining aspirations. 
Reoomendationa 
p. 
Re~china the Potsntial E w l v  Bohool Leaver 
Interventions aimed at increasing student ratantion in 
the secondary school system have generally focused on programs 
which attempt to show youth the advantages of staying in 
school and the disadvantages of dropping out. The overall 
purpose is to keep youth in achaol at all costs. The review 
of the literature and the results of this study suggest that 
there may be another approach to addressing this national 
concern. Without an occupational rspiretion, youth are not 
likely to see the personal relevancy of attaining s high 
school diploma and consequently, motivation to achieve in this 
setting may be quite low. In fact, the YTLM (1990) results 
indioate that 41.1% of the early school leavers left school 
because "school was dull and uninteresting", they "could not 
see the use of the school program" or "school subjects" and 
generally viewed soh001 as "a waste of time" (p.40). These 
findings suggest that in order to attract youth to education 
and training programs, such programs must be viawed as self- 
relevant, that is, an integral Eonrponent of the scripts of 
their occupational aspirations. Young people need to see that 
obtaining en education is e necessary step in order to achieve 
their career gosla. Encouraging young people to stay in 
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school is certainly the priority. One way to accomplish this 
would be to help youth develop self-ralevant occupational 
aspirations which include a requirement for education (Bpain, 
1994). 
As previously discussed. the early school leavers in this 
study were either career undecided (39.3%) or decided (60.7%) 
at the time of school leaving in 1988. Programs should be 
developed to assist these youth prior to the act of leaving 
school. The aim r.? such programming would not be to stop the 
pereon from leaving school, although this may indeed be the 
result, but to either facilitate the formation of aspirations 
for the undecided or check and further elaborate the 
aspirations for the decided. Assuming that people with 
aspirations ere more likely to be productive and fulfilled 
than those without, it is important to nurture the aspirations 
of the decided and help the undecided develop aspirations. 
The potential early school laaver could be identified through 
B process developed and implemented by school adninistration, 
counsellor, teaching staff andlor students. Once these youth 
are identified, their level of career decidedness would be 
assessed and they would be referred to the appropriate 
program. 
The unaecidea. For those who are undecided, the focus 
would he on helping these individual= form an occupational 
aspiration.  his would require bath an assessment of eel€ and 
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the world of work so that the individual can make accurate 
judgments of personal suitabilityand accessibility, resulting 
in an aspiration with a relatively high degree of realism. In 
forming the script for the aspiration, it would be useful to 
explore possible goal-blockages to the attainment of the 
aspiration and means of addressing these barriers. The 
barriers perceived by the early school leavers in this study 
included: hard to find a job I like, lack of jobs, lack of job 
ssezch skills, no high school diploma and personal disability. 
Programming would need to focus on these specific barriers. 
Issuer to consider include checking the accuraoy of one's 
perception of +ha labour narkat, encouraging mobility and the 
exploration of opportunities outside one's local labour 
market, career decision making skills such as researching 
economic trends, self-analysis and awareness, job search 
skills training programs and related resource material, 
different ways of attaining a high school diploma, and 
exploring realistic occupational alternatives given personal 
disabilities. 
By exploring means of dealing with these potential 
obstacles, if and when youth are faced with then, they have 
the knowledge, skills an4 strategies to cope as opposed to 
just giving up. Certainly, supports would have to be in place 
to facilitate the implementation of the rmipt such as 
accessibility to educational initiatives, employment 
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oppcrtunities and financial assistance for students. While 
aseisting youth explore and cope with potential harriars, 
programs should also focus on helping young people develop 
realistic occupational aspirations along with the knowledge 
required to achieve these aspirations. Youth need support in 
determining the degree of realism of their desired goals both 
from a personal suitability and accessibility perspective. 
such judgements require a thorough knowledge of self and of 
the labour market. Not all barriers are within one's control 
and sometimes compromise is a necessity due to internal and 
external factors. 
The decided. Por thore youth who have developed 
aspirations. programing should focus on examining the 
aspiration with the individual in terms of both descriptive 
and procedural knowledge. An assessment of self would reveal 
how personally suitable the aspiration is in addition to its 
degree of integrationwith other self-achemas. An analysis of 
the script would allow for a checking of its accuracy and an 
estimate of accessibility given labour market conditions. 
Understanding the process of compromise in the career decision 
making process could be addressed here. For example. 
individuals could be assisted to explore leisure activities as 
e means of fulfilling interests which cannot be fulfilled 
through paid work. As with the undecided group, potential 
qwl-blockages need to be explored in addition to how the 
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individual can exert control over these barrisrs. Those who 
lost aspirations tended to view barriers as outside of their 
control. In particular, they viewed a lack of jobs and 
difficulty in finding jobs they liked as goal-blockages. In 
addressing these gpaoific barriers, youth's knowledge of self 
and of the labour market must be cheoked for accuracy. A 
broader view of the labour market may need to be nurtured, a 
broader range of interests may need to be developed, end an 
opsnners to different.opportunitios may need to be encouraged. 
Alternative aspirations with associated scripts should be 
developed in case achieving one's goal may not be a reality 
due to personal or economic factors. As previously discussed, 
supports would have to ba in place to help the individual work 
toward aohieving their aspirations. 
These interventions focus on youth while they are still 
attending the regular school system. However, the results of 
this study have certainly demonstrated the need for similar 
interventions aimed at early sohool leavere. Community based 
post school leaving guidance and counselling program which 
assist the decided and undecided in the same manner as 
discussed in the previous two sections is strongly 
racomended. 
Phpoessins Wmlovsent and Bausational Emsrienoee 
Employment and education axperiences provide youth with 
opportunities to gain knowledge about different aspects of the 
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s e l f  ( i n t e r e s t s .  s k i l l s ,  ap t i tudes ,  va lue r ,  needs ) ,  s p e c i f i c  
occupations (job d u t i e s ,  work environment, personal .  
educa t iona l  and e x p e r i e n t i a l  requirements) ,  the  l abour  market 
(demands, oversupply,  goal-blockages) and t h e  world of work i n  
genera l .  Suoh information can ba q u i t e  s i g n i f i c a n t  i n  
f a c i l i t a t i n g  the  c a r e e r  dec i s ion  making process,  providing it 
i s  prooessed properly.  The experience i t s e l f ,  al though 
e s s e n t i a l ,  is not s u f f i c i e n t .  I t  would seem t h a t  c e r t a i n  
cond i t ions  must e x i s t  t o  ensure t h a t  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  experience 
i s  of f u l l  b e n e f i t  t o  t h e  ind iv idua l  from a c a r e e r  development 
perspective.  
F i r s t l y ,  t h e  ind iv idua l  must pe rce ive  t h e  experience as 
se l f - re levan t .  Once t h e  self-relevancy is e s t a b l i s h e d ,  t h e  
i n f o m a t i o n  gathered from t h e  s i t u a t i o n a l  con tex t  must be 
processed i n  t h e  con tex t  of t h e  s e l f  and c u r r e n t  knowledge. 
A r e a l i s t i c  a s p i r a t i o n  requ i res  an in tegra t ion  of knowladge 
gained about t h e  s e l f ,  s p e o i f i o  occupations,  t h e  l abour  market 
and t h e  world of work w i t h  each  o t h e r  and with e x i s t i n g  s s l f -  
schema and knowledge. cogn i t iva  s t r u c t u r e s  formed t o  house 
new found knowledge gained through experience w i l l  be of n o s t  
benef i t  t o  the  ind iv idua l  i f  i n t e g r a t e d  as opposed t o  
remaining separa te .  
The knowledge t h a t  youth gain through such  experiences 
should a l s o  be checked f a r  accuracy. I f  not ,  an ind iv idua l  
l a y  be making aareer cho ices  baaed on mis in te rp re ta t ions .  
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This could result in an individual making false judgements of 
personal suitability andlor acoessibility thus either holding 
on to unrealistic aspirations or letting go of achievable 
ones. 
In order to process the infomation, self schenas need to 
be autive in the working self-concept for a sufficient amount 
of time. This suggests that the eduaation or employment 
experience needs to be of a significant duration or at least 
the processing of the information should be. Therefore, in 
youth employment initiatives as job shadowing and cooperative 
education where work placements may be of a short duration, it 
is recommended that a component be built into such programs to 
faoilitate the processing of information gathered. For 
example, youth could be encouraged to examine what they 
learned about themselves as a result of the particular 
experience, how these learnings relate to existing self- 
knowledge, and what they learned about the labour market. It 
is also recommended that youth develop scripts for the jobs 
they explore through such programs as job shadowing, mentoeing 
and coop education. Even if these jobe are not of particular 
interest to the youth, they will develop strategies for 
forming scripts and will increase their knowledge of the 
labour market. Some youth may have the mgnitive and 
metacognitive strategies needed to process the information and 
integrate knowledge whereas others may not. 
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Sreatina m ~ l o w m n t  d gducational m~ortunitisn 
The results of this study clearly indicate that the more 
work and educational experience youth have, the greater 
likelihood that occupational aspirations will be formed and 
maintained over a period of time. As addressed in the 
previous two sections, simply creating such experiences is not 
enough. Youth must perceive the experiences as self-relevant 
and accessible. The nature of the experiences must be such 
that they relate, either directly or indirectly, to youth's 
~c~upational aspirations and youth must be given the 
opportunity to process the experiences. In addition, the 
supports must be in place to enable youth to take advantage of 
the opportunities that are avail.able. Based on these 
findings, it is recommended that meaningful employment 
experienoes be developed for youth. These job opportunities 
should contain some Form of guidance and counselling 
interventions which facilitate the processing of the 
experiences. 
In terms of education experiences, this study clearly 
demonstrated that reentry into some form of training in the 
year following school leaving is related to higher levels of 
carear decidedness. The longer the wait to aetend school, the 
lower the impact of the experience on oareer desidedness. 
However, high school equivalency and skills training prL lrarns 
tend to have long waitlists. Consequently, a large majority 
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of ear ly  school leavees cannot expect t o  reenter within t h s t  
tima period. I t  is therefore recommended t h a t  access ib i l i ty  
t o  upgrading and s k i l l s  t ra in ing  programs be improved. I n  
addition t o  improving access ib i l i ty ,  a grea ter  var ie ty  of 
educational programs are needed, especially i n  r u r a l  areas 80 
t h a t  youth have a grea ter  choice and can take advantage of 
programs related t o  t h e i r  scr ip ts .  
A s  i s  the  ease with employment experience, youth need t o  
perceive education experiences as self-relevant i n  oraer t o  
t r u l y  benefit  from the  experiences from a career development 
perspective. I t  is therefore recommended t h a t  postsecondary 
i n s t i t u t i o n s  implement a selection process which involves 
helping prospective students assess t h e  personal s u i t a b i l i t y  
and access ib i l i ty  of t h e i r  occupational asp i ra t ions .  This 
type of admissions procedure i s  currently in use for  such 
prwtam6 as medicine, law and graduate s tudies .  mploying 
such a procedure f o r  a l l  types of t ra in ing  programs would 
increase degree of personal, academic and employment success 
experienced by students. 
 
I t  was apparent from the analysis t h s t  t h e  amount of work 
experience d id  not, by i t s e l f ,  account for  changes in career 
decidedness. Both the  GA and LA groups experienced similar 
amounts of work. Research is needed t o  determine i f  there 
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were qualitative differences in these work experiences of 
these individuals. 
Similarly, participation in an education progranr did not, 
in itself, account for changes that took place in career 
decidedness. comparative numbers of NA, LA and GA group 
members, attended some form of education or training. An 
examination ofthe nature of the education experienoe and the 
purpose Cor participation may reveal differences which 
influence career decidedness. 
=he NA group tended to be rural and female. Research 
should be dune to see if marital status, homecare 
responsibilities, and social values are factor; in influencing 
levels of decidednees in this group. 
It is important to learn more about how goal-blockages 
are peroeived, particularly as related to external boundary 
conditions. Researoh would explore such factors as mobility 
in the labour force, accuracy of perceptions, and the location 
and skill requirements of work and educational opportunity. 
It would be helpful to determine the relationship between 
employment and education experience and the perception of 
goal-blockages. Specifically, the nature of the cause-effect 
should be examined to determine if parcaption of barriers 
results in decreased employment and eduoation participation or 
if a lack of labour market and educational success results in 
the perception of a barriers. 
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The NA group maintained career decidedness over t h e  four 
year  pe r iod  of t h i s  study,  however, it is unknown i f  they  
=hanged t h e  na tu re  of t h e i r  occupational  a s p i r a t i o n s .  By 
examining the  a c t u a l  occupational  a sp i ra t ion  expressed a t  
schoo l  l eav ing  i n  1988 and approxinately four y e a r s  l a t e r  i n  
1992. changes i n  t h e  a s p i r a t i o n  i n  response t o  pe r sona l  
judgements of s u i t a b i l i t y  and a c o e s a i b i l i t y  could be explored.  
Faotars r e l a t e d  t o  changes i n  s p e c i f i c  a s p i r a t i o n s  cou ld  be 
analyzed. 
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Appendix A 
Data Collection 8 w . r ~  - YPLH 
This thesis is a seoondary analysis of the YTLM project's 
longitudinal study of early school leavern. The original 
group of early school laavers who were surveyed in 1988 were 
identified with the assistanoe of schools across the province 
of Newfoundland and the Department of Education. In the fall 
of 1987, principals working in schools with grade aeven or 
higher were sent a latter requesting assistance in identifying 
the names and addresses of those youth who would leave school 
prior to fulfilling graduation requirements that academic 
year. It was hoped to identify all youth who left school 
during a full calendar year. However, the period from Easter 
19d7 to Easter 1988 was chosen because the summer period was 
believed to be significant. The seasonal work period in 
Newfoundland begins its summer cycle in the spring, soon after 
the Easter break, and difficulties in identifying school 
leavsrs over this period were expected. Selecting the Easter 
1987 to Easter 1988 period reduced ambiguities in identifying 
school leavers. 
Field interviewers followed up with school principles 
during the winter and spring of 1988 in order to identify all 
youth who dropped out of school within the specified time 
period. Returns received from principals were also compared 
to studant withdrawal records of the Department of Education 
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and additional subjects were discovered. Once the early 
school leavecswere identified, field interviewers residing in 
the same area as participating schools, attempted to locate 
and interview each of the youth. Field interviewers were 
nominated by school officials based on their knowledge of the 
residencelschool area and their ability to interact with the 
early school leavers. Once recruited, all field interviewers 
were trained by a combination of letter and telephone 
procedures. They were provided with an interview manual which 
outlined responsibilities of the interviewer, interviewing 
sXills and techniquae and a guide to specific questions in the 
instrument. 
Three hundred and forty one schools were identified as 
having grades seven or higher, conprising 59.5% ot  the 
provincial school total. Of those schools surveyed, fourteen 
decided not to participate. Because virtually no early school 
leavers were identifled by principals of schools combining 
elementary or primary and elementary with grades seven, eight 
and nine, thssa schools (138 schools or 2 4 . 1 2  of the schools 
surveyed) were excluded from the two follow-ups by field 
interviewers in the sampling process. An interview process, 
as opposed to mail-out, was chosen as the means for data 
collection. An interview protocol was developed in the fall 
of 1987 and epring of 1988 based on reviews of relevant 
literature including dropout questionnaires and interview 
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forms and the research questions to be analyzed. The 
questionnaire was revised and refined in a number of stages by 
the Y T m  project team in consultation vith the Department of 
Education's Project Advisory Committee. In its later stagee 
of development, the questionnaire war administered to a small 
sampla of early school leavers as a field teat of the 
instrunent. The final questionnaire war highly structured 
with a few open ended questions. 
The field interviewers had the option of administering 
the questionnaire either face-to-faoe or by telephone. 
Interviewers attempted to locate and interview early school 
leavers residing intheir respective sohool areas. Forwarding 
addresees of those youth who had moved from the local area 
Were sent to the YTm staff at Memorial University, where the 
subjects were located and interviewed by long distance 
telephone. Any youth who reported that they had raturnad to 
school were not interviewed. 
(raproduoed vith author's permission: Spain &&. 1987) 
APPENDIX B - TABLES 
Table I 
Respondents by Gender and Region of Residence 
Region of Residence 
Rural Urban Total 
Gender F q .  Percent F q .  Percent F q .  Percent 
Male 339 73.5 122 26.5 461 62.0 
Female 222 78.7 60 21.3 282 38.0 
Total 561 75.5 182 24.5 748 lW.0 
Change in Oeeupational Aspiration SUNS (CA) 
- 
Cholgc io ckapuionrl A5,Ck.h 5L.N. (CA, 
No Aspintiom @?A) Lan A5,Ciruions (LA) G.iord *rpintiau (OA) M . i n W  Aqintiau (MA) TOW 
Fils. 110 113 182 338 741 
P o m l  14.8 152 24.5 45.5 1m.0 
Career Decidedness 1988 and 1992 
Survey 3 (1992) Undecided Decided Survey 3 Tolalr 
Undecided F q .  110 113 223 
Percent 14.8 15.2 30.0 
Decided Frq. 182 33.8 520 
Percent 24.5 45.5 70.0 
Survey I Totals F-4. 292 45 1 743 
Table 4 
Change in Oecupwiod Aspiration Starus by Region of Rcridenee and Gender 
b g 8  in OIlup6m.I *rpinnm SUNd (CAY 
No Aspimion. lan A,pi"lbor Oumd ArpiraU~o, M..rnkd Mnfi0.s Tau 
@A) (!-A) (0.41 (MA) 
FW. PaDnt Fnq. h l  FW. P"ccnl FT. w Fnq. h t  
M~lc 33 9.7 60 17.7 79 23.3 I67 49.3 339 60.4 
"* F e d e  58 26.1 39 17.6 63 28.4 62 21.5 222 39.6 
Male I2 9.8 11 9.0 22 18.0 77 63.1 12% 67.0 
Urban Female 7 11.7 3 5.0 18 30.0 32 53.3 60 33.0 
Male 45 9.8 71 15.4 101 21.9 244 529 461 620 
Gdf F-lc 65 23.0 42 14.9 81 28.7 94 33.3 212 31.0 
Rvnl 91 16.2 99 17.6 142 25.3 229 4C.8 561 75.5 
Region' Urban IS 104 14 7.7 40 22.0 l W  59.9 I 245  
TCdal 110 14.8 113 15.2 162 24.5 338 45.5 143 lm.0 
. CA i (icodcr; Chi Z+wa - 21.93; pZ.05 
C A  i Regim; Chi Squuo - 39.W: p<.O5 
L o g  Liaesr Madel = G d r  I @id r C*: Chi Sq- = 659: p>.M 




O&Bl@ Rrceival Chsngc in OMpstiuvl Aspimian Slmtur (CA) 
Pm%l., 
t i  ~ @ P " s  Y%$& 
F- P e r n ~ l  Fn. Pr-t Fra P m r n t  Fro P?r,nt FR.U - 
H a d  to fmd rjob I l i W  Y o  81 17.5 76 16.0 111 11.8 Z 42.6 474 64.1 
No 25 9.5 16 13.7 67 25.5 131 51.3 263 35.7 
lu*af juh rwrh  skills Y o  37 19.7 31 16.5 56 Z9.8 M ICO 188 25.5 
No 71 12.9 81 14.7 126 22.9 272 49.5 550 74.5 
Disability Y a  14 34.1 3 7.1 9 22.0 IS 76.6 41 5.5 
NO ~4 13.4 110 15.7 173 2 .7  m 6.1 699 945 
Age Y o  11 11.1 12 12.4 25 25.8 19 M.5 97 t3.2 
No 97 15.2 I W  15.6 157 24.5 286 M 7  640 86.8 
M& Y o  60 177 53 15.6 82 2?.2 I4 42.5 319 6.1 
No 47 11.8 58 14.6 99 24.9 193 18.6 397 51.9 
LYk of exyr i rm '  Y o  79 15.5 83 16.3 116 24.7 ZZ2 a3.5 510 69.5 
No 29 12.9 29 12.9 53 21.7 111 50.4 224 30.5 
No huh r b l  I YI 58 6 . 2  52 14.5 101 28.4 1.17 40.9 159 49.3 
No 49 11.3 58 15.7 77 20.9 I85 50.1 369 50.7 
lu* d jYMs Y o  78 15.4 (12 18.1 130 25.6 207 408 507 68.9 
Nn (17 $1 771 l l %  C<P 779 ' 4 4 1  
~ ~ ~ b ~ F ~ g  : p . ~ 5 a ~ ~ $ ~ , ~  
em" ,,on o w-gr  r eognph,: 1- (1 rr n<.OS 




